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spatial and radiometric resolution to obtain brightness temperature
is presented. This system takes into account all the instrumental
parameters and observing conditions, including amount of ozone,
carbon dioxide, and precipitable water along the path. Possible
drifts in the instrument or changes in the sky emittance are also
handled by the system. Moreover, for each line of scan the accuracy
in the location of the resolution element on the lunar disk is also
given, taking into account systematic errors such as the differential
atmospheric refraction between visible and infrared rays.
The programming used in the data processing package produces a
compact simplified data file oriented towards ease of retrieval of
various forms (i.e., plotting of different subsets of the data). The
techniques used to obtain this data file depend on a high degree of
separation of different phases of the data-reduction. This separation
is reflected in the organization of the program as a very simple
supervisory program with many subroutines, each performing highly
specific calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report will discuss in detail the data processing
of lunar infrared measurements to obtain brightness temperature
by means of an electronic computer. This program is tailored to
reduce the data gathered with the radiation pyrometer developed
at Harvard College Observatory (i). The radiometric data are
obtained in analog form, and the astrometric data photographically.
The observational technique for this data-reduction
scheme is divided into two aspects: astrometric and radiometric.
Since it is of paramount interest to correlate the radiometric
measurements with the -:v±_u=±_ features of _,_ _._I"_ _,_, _.._
gave equal weight to both aspects of the measurements.
The observational technique and data-reduction pro-
cedures assume that absolute, as well as relative, measurements
will be carried out. This implies that serious consideration
has been given to the problem of the atmospheric transmittance
and changes in atmospheric emission during a scan (drift assumed
linear).
The data are processed by means of the IBM 7094
computer and special care has been taken to minimize handling.
Since the block diagram of the data flow given in Figure 1 is
self-explanatory, we feel that it does not require further
description.
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Processing system developed
at Harvard College Observatory.
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II. BASIC EQUATIONS RELEVANT TO THE REDUCTION OF RADIOMETRIC
AND ASTROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
The equations and observational technique related to the
radiometric measurements have been described in previous reports
(1,2). This report will include the equations that have direct
bearing on the data-reduction scheme.
Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the electronic cir-
cuitry of the radiation pyrometer relevant to the signal
processing. The diagram also gives the voltages at each node
produced by the radiant power I on the detector.
In the present form of our pyrometer the output is
recorded in analog form by means of a pen recorder. The measure-
ment d of the total deflection of the recording pen on the paper
chart recorder is proportional to the radiant power I. The
factor of proportionality K(t), called constant of the pyrometer,
is expressed by
I
K(t) - d(t) (i)
where the time dependence allows for the possible changes with
time in the constant of the pyrometer.
The measurement d is related to the instrumental parameters
and readings by:
dmK(t) = dK(t) + [+nc+0.25K(t)N_+qK(t)] (2)
where
d = observed deflection of the recording pen on the paper
m
chart recorder, mm
-i
K(t) = constant of the pyrometer, W m_.
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of the electronic
circuitry of the radiation pyro-
meter, relevant to the processing
of the radiant power on the infrared
detector.
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n = bucking signal given in counter reading
c = constant of the bucking signal counter
N = zero suppression given in counter reading
q = pen center deflection, mm
The values of n, N, and q are supplied in the observation sheet
and the value of c is measured following the same procedure as
for K (t) .
The radiant power I of the calibration signal is related
by Eq. (i) and by the following expression:
_A d
K (t c) d =c
c
S[T C(t c) ]-SIT R(t c) ]}
(3)
wh e re
d = total deflection of the recording pen due to the
c
calibration signal, mm
2
A d = area of the detector, cm
F = f-number in the calibration mode of operation
c
_0 _
S[Tc(tc)] = e c N[l,Tc(tc)]Xd(1)Tf(l) dl (4)
S[TR(tc)] = eR_ 0 N[l,TR(tc)]Td(1)tf (1)dl
(5)
where
t _ fN[I,Tc( c; ] = spectral radiance of the calibration blackbody
-2 -i -I
W cm sr
td(l) = spectral radiant transmittance of the window
of the detector
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_f(l) = spectral radiant transmittance of the filter
N[I,TR(tc)] = spectral radiance of the reference blackbody,
-2 -i -i
W cm s r u
TR(t c) = temperature of the reference blackbody at
calibration time tc, °K
Tc(t c) = temperature of the calibration blackbody at
calibration time tc, °K
ec = radiant emissivity of the calibration blackbody
_R = radiant emissivity of the reference blackbody
In Eq. (3) the value of _Ad/4F _ is called the instru-
mental constant R
c
For our pyrometer the following values have been adopted:
A d = (0.035 cm)
F = 5.25
c
E = 0.96±1%
c
ER = 0.98±1%
When measurements are carried out with the pyrometer-
telescope combination, Eq. (I) is still valid• The relationship
between the infrared measurement, d(t), and the lunar spectral
radiance for an area at a temperature T and an assumed blackbody
radiator is given by:
K(t)d(t) -
2
_AdP 0
4F2eff
_A[T(_,n) ,m,_ 0] S[T(_,n)] (7)
whe re
P0 = radiant reflectance of the mirror (aluminized) of the
te le s cope
Fef f = effective f-number of the optical system during
measurements
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_A[T(_ ,n) ,m,_ 0] = mean atmospheric radiant transmittance
T(_,n) = brightness temperature, °K
m = air mass along the line of sight
w 0 = amount of precipitable water along the
path, mm
S(T) = blackbody radiance corrected for instru-
mental transmittance, W cm-2sr -I
The radiance S(T) is expressed by the following
relationship
S(T) =]0 N(I'T) T0 (I) dl (8)
where N(I,T) is the spectral blackbody radiance, and the spectral
instrumental transmittance T0(I) is given by
T0(I ) = Td(1)_f(I ) (9)
2 2
In Eq. (7) the value of _AdP0/4Fef f is called instru-
mental constant _.
For the 61-inch telescope at Agassiz Station the
following values have been adopted
P0 = 0.98* (at 10p)
Fef f = 5.58
The values of the amount of precipitable water _ are
obtained from the data gathered by balloon sounding. For
Agassiz Station we used the data from the U.S. Weather Bureau
soundings at Albany (New York) , Portland (Maine) , and Nantucket
*G. Hass, "Mirror Coatings," Chapter 8, Applied Optics and
Optical Engineering, edited by R. Kingslake (New York,
Academic Press, 1965), Vol. III, p. 316.
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(Massachusetts).* During observation the zenith distance z of
the moonnever exceeds 45°; this condition allows the use of the
following relationship for the air mass m:
m - m0sec z (i0)
where m0 is the unit air mass.
The equations for recuding the astrometric data from
the photographic channel of our pyrometer are given in detail
in a previous report (2).
*The values of _0 are obtained by plotting atmospheric pressure
versus dewpoint on a pseudo-adiabatic chart. Step integration
and multiplication by the proper factors give the value of _0in millimeters.
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III. COMPUTING PROCEDURE
A. Introduction
The integrated data-reduction package is designed to
accommodate all calibration data, instrumental parameters, and astro-
nomic data relevant to a given set of scans in one computer run, and
to output a large accumulating file of lunar brightness temperatures.
The input data, the observational technique, and the data-
reduction approach have all been described in previous reports (i)
(2). One major data-reduction algorithm has been added to those de-
scribed in a previous report (2). The additional procedure is that
required to convert infrared signal intensity to average brightnes_
temperature of the resolution element. This procedure is embodied in
LUNAR as a subroutine, as are all the specific calculations detailed
in a previous report (2). The temperature-conversion routine TEMPR2
will be discussed in detail, but the other subroutines will only be
outlined. Primary emphasis here is on the data-processing aspects of
the integrated package, LUNAR.
B. DESCRIPTION OF LUNAR
LUNAR is written in FORTRAN II and FAP for operation under
SAOFMS (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Fortran Monitor System),
whose relevant characteristics will be described.
i) Input Data Structure
Input data groups have been hierarchically ordered so that
the most invariant tables and instrumental parameters can be pre-
computed and selected from a small set for insertion into the input
deck as program parameter cards. These lowest-level data groups
include ephemeris tables, coefficients of atmospheric transmittance,
and the spectral blackbody radiance tables corrected for instru-
mental transmittance* given by:
*Hereafter referred to as CORRADIANCE.
-i0-
S(T) = / N(I,T) T0(I)dl (ii)
where N(I,T) is the spectral blackbody radiance and T0(1) the
spectral instrumental transmittance. For example, the CORRADIANCE
tables used in the temperature conversion routine TEMPR2 and the
atmospheric model routine FAKIR are pre-computed by the program BRND
and inserted as a small card-group near the beginning of the data
input to LUNAR. BRAD should be considered a partner to, but not a
member of, the package LUNAR, since its job can be done once and for
all for any instrumental transmittance.
The next highest level of input data is the set of
parameters describing the operating settings of the radiation
pyrometer as well as the signals introduced at the different stages
of the electronics (see Fig. 2). These signals, bucking (n) and
zero-suppression (N) , are used to expand the dynamic range of the
pyrometer and may occur in any scan in the sequence of scans to be
processed. Such occurrences are signaled to LUNAR in an early card
group. LUNAR stores the values of these scaling signals and pro-
ceeds to the next highest level of input data; i.e., periodic
calibration traces which are output from the pyrometer while it
is "looking" at a calibration blackbody. LUNAR reads these cali-
bration traces all at once, stores them, and computes from them
the constant K(t) of the pyrometer over the time range of the
scans to be processed in the current run (i.e., they are embodied
in the coefficients of a Lagrange interpolation polynomial).
Finally, LUNAR reads the highest-level input data group:
y-x digital pairs representing infrared signal intensity versus
time in digitizer counts. The x's are interspersed with periodic
heading cards specifying the initiation of the x (or time) scale
and with cards that distinguish the output data of the photographic
channel from any given scan. This last card-group defines the lunar
orthographic coordinates (_,n) of the points "seen" during the scan.
These define, using MOON3 (the subroutine for lunar geometry*), the
*For the analytical description, see Reference 2.
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location of the resolution element for each point along the scan.
Note that only at the highest level are there data-groups requiring
differing interdependent program interpretations. This approach
allows us to dispense with elaborate and time-consuming data-edits
and minimizes the number of passes through the data. The hierar-
chical ordering of data groups is reflected in the ordering of
such groups in the input data-deck, which allows one-time calls to
manyof the componentsubroutines. This strategy allows for over-
lays of one-time tasks by subroutines which come into play when
we begin processing the highest-level data. If the introduction
of further functions of the state of the experimental configurations
which vary rapidly in time should require more memoryspace, the
ability to overlay program could easily provide extra storage.
2) Output Data Structure
Design of the output file was guided by two primary objec-
tives: simplicity and maximum use of tape storage capacity. The
need for simplicity was determined by the desired use of the file:
to provide a thermal history covering one lunar month over large
regions of the moon's surface. From this file, then, we must be
able to retrieve isotherms T(£,n,t) = T c over a given time span
t O _ t __ tn, where t 0 - t n is a small interval in the scale of the
lunar month. Or, we must retrieve from the complete file a time-
series in brightness temperature T(_,n,t) for a given set of coor-
dinates: (_0,n0) , (_l,nl) ..... (_n,nn). It is envisaged that such
displays could best be generated on digital-display equipment that
has photographed cathode-ray-tube (CRT) output with several pos-
sible levels of grey, such as the Stromberg-Carlson Model 4020
(SC4020) ; or, better, on the next generation of display devices,
such as the IBM 2280. In either case, economical retrieval calls
for independent unit temperature-records that require no search for
key-records or header-records to complete the data vector (T,t,_, _) .
In fact, each unit-record should be completely independent from all
other output records and the file should contain only records of
one type (i.e., essentially just [T,t,£,n]). A few additional data
on the output points recorded are in fact retained: terrestrial
topocentric location of the resolution element, selenocentric loca-
tion of earth and sun, air mass, and an identifying scan number to
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facilitate editing out "bad" scans. But nothing further from the
data-reduction process is "remembered" in the final output file.
A full history of the data-reduction for a given run,
including the input parameters used, is provided in the printed
output as a double-check on the magnetic tape-recorded output.
This will aid the investigator to locate "bad" scans--e.g., scans
in which the constant K(t) of the pyrometer was varying wildly and
too rapidly. The printed output then provides all "post mortem";
the permanent multi-reel tape file contains only one kind of unit
record that is sufficient to plot a point. Such simplicity of
file-structure greatly facilitates the searches and sorts required
to make the plots.
The need for maximum compression of output is dictated by
the potential size of the file. Output in conventional FORTRAN II
binary records (256 words per block) would give us an estimated 125
full reels of data. Therefore the output records are blocked: 133
logical records (15 words each of 36 bits) are stored per physical
record or block. This number was chosen to comply with the most
efficient sort available (viz. IBM 90 SORT operating under IBSYS) ,
which requires blocks having a maximum length of 2000 computer
words.* It is estimated that the large "blocking factor" (133) will
reduce the required number of reels in the file to 26.
One additional convention is adopted: that no physical
record shall contain the data from more than one scan. This device
enhances the speed and accuracy of editing at the cost of a minor
increase (approximately 15%) in storage required.
C. PROGRAMS
The main programs and subroutines are listed in Appendix B.
The specific titles of the programs and subroutines are as follows:
*FAP subroutines READR and WRITR perform the large-block input-
output with error checking.
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i) LUNAR
-- Supervises the whole package
2) MOON3
-- Calculates the lunar coordinates (_,n)
3) COEFI2 -- Generates base level
4) TEMPR2
-- Calculates brightness temperature T of
lunar surface
5) FAKIR 1
6) BREW J
7) GAIN
Compute the mean atmospheric radiant
-- transmittance __TA(T'm'_ 0) as function of
of lunar temperature T, air mass m, and
amount of precipitable water _0 at zenith
-- Computes the constant of the pyrometer K(t)
8) GT (mnemonic LAGR) -- Subfunction to interpolate K(t) table
9) BRAD
i0) COPY 1
ii) READR
12 ) WRITR
-- Computes CORRADIANCE tables
-- Maintain permanent tape files
Listings of the following subroutines are available from Harvard
College Observatory, Infrared Laboratory:
13) HYPLOT
-- Subroutine to plot display residuals
14) TABLE
-- Second-order interpolation routine for
tabulated angles in radians (coded in FAP)
15) SIDNEY
-- Computes sidereal time at 0 hour U.T.
16) UNFIX
-- Converts fixed-point data to floating-
point and will ignore numbers already
in floating-point form
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17) FRENCH -- Parabolic interpolation routine
The following subroutines from the SHARELibrary of the Harvard
Computing Center are used by FAKIR:
18) ERR -- Computesvalues of the error-function
19) SIMEQ -- Solves sets of simultaneous equations
20) ICE3 -- Variable stepsize integration routine
21) ACOS -- Computesarccosine
22) ASIN -- Computes arcsine
23) ARTN -- Computesarctangent
The following are special features of SAOFMS:
24) REREAD
25) WORDSF
-- Re-scans the input buffer with a new
format without physically moving tape
-- Picks up free field input of alphabetic
variables
D. DISCUSSION OF THE PROGRAMS
i) Main Program LUNAR
LUNAR assigns a time-coordinate to each data-point and,
via calls to MOON3, assigns lunar orthographic coordinates (_,n) to
each data-point. LUNAR is a data-handling program which interfaces
the analog-to-digital conversion process with the computational
routines (sections of MOON3 for geometry, FAKIR for atmospheric
model, TEMPR2 for brightness-temperature computation). The
specific data-handling procedures of LUNAR are as follows: con-
verts time from digitized counts into total seconds (which combined
with the date will give the time in U.T. and E.T.) ; corrects the
-15-
infrared measurements for any lateral drift of the paper during
digitizing of the measurements; supervises the whole data-reduction
package; and keeps count and supervises the permanent tape files of
the output.
a) Input
A separate DATA DECK MAKEUP (see Appendix A) has been
written. The input deck is divided into four classes, which are
all punched in card form:
Constant Cards. These include the date, the ephemeris
tables, calibration _,._..___-+e, ....._n_trumental transmittance, CO 2, amount
of precipitable water at zenith, 0 3 and CORRADIANCE tables.
Data Cards. These are of three kinds: l) Heading card,
which has two known times, given in hours, minutes, and seconds,
with corresponding linear paper-chart coordinates, given in counts
of an x-y digital plotter. 2) Picture time-mark card, which has a
time element measured in counts and the orthographic lunar coor-
dinates _ and _ obtained from a match of the photograph with the
Orthographic Lunar Atlas. 3) Amplitude infrared signal card, which
contains five data points, each having one time element and one
infrared measurement digitized from a paper-chart trace. In addi-
tion, each data card has the identifying scan number and each
picture card has a frame number.
Control Cards and Switches. Control cards to distinguish
a new scan, to end a run, etc., are provided and are described in
detail in Appendix A. Some of them have zeros punched at different
places to facilitate use of the free field format (G format of
SAOFMS) on all the other data cards. G format does not recognize
blank cards but distinguishes the zeros. A special switch called
KEY is set up to facilitate the entering of subroutines MOON3,
TEMPR2, and COEFI2 at different ent_, points.
Elaborate switching systems in the program are used to dis-
tinguish the many different input and control cards, all of which are
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necessary in a large data-reduction package. They should be self
evident in the program.
b) Sequenceof Operations
Read in Date Card and Constant Cards. The date is read
in by LUNAR and the constant cards by subroutines MOON3 and TEMPR2,
which are called by LUNAR.
Heading Card and Picture Time-Mark Card Processing. A scan
usually has 4 or 5 heading cards, each of which is followed by one
or two picture time-mark cards. It is also possible that no time-
mark is available during the time interval covered by a heading card.
In this case, no picture time-mark card follows.
LUNAR reads in each heading card and the subsequent picture
time-mark cards. Then the following actions take place:
i) Each heading card is indexed so that it can be referred
to when the data cards are processed.
2) The time count of each picture time-mark card is con-
verted into total seconds by linearly interpolating the times given
by the heading card.
3) A call to subroutine MOON3 performs a series of coor-
dinate transformations and computes the topocentric hour angle and
declination of the center of the reticle for each photograph. MOON3
also indexes and stores this information.
Steps (i), (2) and (3) are repeated until the end of a
s can.
SCAN/DRIFT Card Processing. This control card causes
LUNAR to call subroutine MOON3 and to enter it at the third entry
point (see statement 500, Appendix B--Program Listing). MOON3 will
act in one of two ways, according to whether the card has the words
SCAN or DRIFT on it. The analytical treatment of the two modes of
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operation has been described previously (2). If the telescope remains
stationary during the scan (DRIFTmodeof operation), the program
takes the meanhour angle and declination; if the telescope had a
uniform motion in declination and hour angle (SCANmodeof operation) ,
the program finds by the method of least squares the uniform motion in
each coordinate that best fits the data. In either case, the hour
angle and declination can then be interpolated for any specific time.
At this point LUNARresets the index of the heading card to
1 and is ready to receive the data card.
Data Card Processing. Each data card has five data points
plus the scan number. LUNAR checks the scan number first, then
treats each data point as follows:
i) The time count of each picture time-mark card is con-
verted into total seconds by linearly interpolating the times given
by the appropriate heading card.
2) These data enter MOON3 through the fourth entry point
(see statement 562, Appendix B--Program Listing). This subroutine
computes the hour angle and declination for this specific time. The
coordinate transformations are then repeated in reverse order to find
the orthographic lunar coordinates. MOON3 returns to the main program
these values plus a decision as to whether the current data point is
on the lunar disk or not (ON/OFF decision).
3) LUNAR then calls subroutine COEFI2 which classifies each
data point according to the ON/OFF decision just received and how far
away (measured by the time element) the point is from the edge.
Eventually, as shown in Figure 3, for one scan, those points on the
lefthand side of the lunar disk form one group and those on the right
form another. The average infrared measurement (y£) in counts and
the time this occurs (tz) are calculated as follows:
For the left:
9
Y£ j Yi
i=l
(12)
E-I
Cm
U
Q
E
Time ( t )
Left _ Right
Path of Scan
FIG. 3. Scheme showing the linear interpolation between
the average infrared measurements Yl on the left
of the lunar disk and the measurements Yr on the
right to obtain the sky level baseline Yb(t)
during a scan. This operation is performed by
the subroutine COEFI2.
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and
J
j i --
i=l Y£
, (13)
where j is the number of data points, Yi the infrared measurements
and t i the times when Yi was measured. Expressions similar to Eqs. (12)
and (13) can be written for the points on the right of the lunar disk
to yield Yr and _r" A sky level baseline, Yb(t), is then determined
from the following linear relationship:
Yb (t) = [(Yr - Y£)/(_r - t£)] (t - t£) (14)
These values, Yb(t) , are subtracted from the on-moon infrared meas-
urements, Yi' to yield the net measurement y(t) = Yi - Yb(ti ) " This
correction for each on-moon point will not take place until the end
of each scan. There may be a great many of these points and each of
them requires 15 words of storage. The IBM 7094 computer has 32,768
words of storage, and could spare only about 12,000 of them for this
purpose. Hence, a temporary tape is needed to accommodate these
points.
4) After COEFI2, the data of each data point, with an
index number if it is on-moon, will be stored on a temporary tape.
This index number tells which sky level is to be used as the base
line.
5) After the above step, LUNAR processes the next data
point taken either from the same card or from the next card, as
the case may be.
6) Steps (1)-(5) are repeated until a control card is
encountered, which immediately increments the index number of the
heading cards. Then the whole sequence of operations is repeated
_ntil Lhe end of a scan.
7) The scan number on a data card, together with a con-
trol card, signals the beginning of the next scan. The operation
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returns to step (2) and processes new heading cards and picture
time-mark cards and then repeats itself until all the scans of a
run are finished.
Tape File Count. At the end of each scan LUNAR counts the
number of physical records needed. Each record accommodates 133
data points of 15 words each.
A record on the permanent tape file may be half filled at
the end of a scan. The next scan will always start with a new
record. This will facilitate editing the file if it is needed in
the future.
At the end, the total number of physical records needed
for the run is calculated. Each tape will accommodate 1680 records.
A message is printed out which gives the number of records left
from the last run. This number should be on the date card of a run.
From it the program will decide whether to fill up the original file
or to start using a new file. A new tape is started by punching
"0" on the date card, which means "no records left from last run,
start with new tape."
First Pass Termination. The end of the first pass is sig-
naled by a control card. Before turning control to TEMPR2 to perform
the temperature conversion, the END card signals the program to:
i) Calculate the total number of physical records needed
for the run, as mentioned above.
2) Call COEFI2 to finish up the last base line.
3) Determine whether or not there is still room on the
original tape to accommodate the data of this run. If there is,
LUNAR calls subroutine COPY, which transfers all the records to a
new tape. Thus the original records on the tape will always be
protected from accidental loss during writing. If there is no
room on the original tape, COPY will be skipped.
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4) Convert the time element of the last data card into
hours, minutes, and seconds. The time is used to label each tape
file if it is so desired later.
Conversion to Brightness Temperature. LUNAR turns over
control to TEMPR2, which reads in the data points one by one from
the temporary tape and, together with FAKIR and BREW, performs the
conversion to brightness temperature.
Printed output and permanent tape filing are all done by
TEMPR2 without going back to the main program LUNAR.
_ J
The MOON3 subroutine is a revision of MOON2 (3). It is
rewritten as a subroutine to be an integrated part of the whole
data reduction package. The changes concern mostly the switch
functions and the sequence and format of the input and output, which
are now transmitted internally rather than through card forms. MOON3
has four different entry points and the main program selects them
appropriately with the aid of a switch (called KEY, Appendix B--
Program Listing).
a) Input
When MOON3 is called the first time, it reads in the fol-
lowing information:
Place Card. This card gives the name of the observing
site; the longitude in hours, minutes, and seconds; the latitude in
degrees, minutes, and seconds; and the height in meters above sea
level.
Refraction Card. Because of atmospheric dispersion, the
photographic channel and the radiometric channel will be affected
in different amounts by refraction. To allow for this difference,
MOON3 reads in photographic and infrared detector effective wave-
lengths in that order; either angstroms or microns may be used.
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The hour angles and declinations computed for the center of the
reticle of the photographs will then be corrected for differential
refraction between the two effective wavelengths (but not for the
whole refraction at either wavelength). With panchromatic film and
yellow filter the approximate effective wavelength is 6000 _ and for
the infrared detector and broad band filter* it is 10.7 u.
Radial Ephemeris (Table A). The semi-diameter and hori-
zontal parallax are tabulated for every 0.5 day of E.T. Table A
is limited to 50 entries.
Geocentric Angular Ephemeris (Table B) . The apparent
right ascension and declination are tabulated for every hour of
E.T. Table B is limited to 500 entries.
Physical Ephemeris (Table C). The earth's selenocentric
longitude and latitude, the sun's selenocentric colongitude and
latitude, and the position angle of the lunar axis are tabulated
for Oh U.T.
In general, there should be at least two entries in each
table both before and after all times of observation. MOON3 prints
out all the above information for each run.
b) Sequence of Operations
Compute Hour Angle (h) and Declination (6) of the Center
of Reticle for Each Photograph. The picture time-mark cards of a
scan are grouped together and read in by the main program LUNAR.
At the second entry point (see statement 400, Appendix B--Program
Listing), MOON3 obtains from each picture time-mark card the time
in total seconds, and the orthographic lunar coordinates [ and
of the projected center of the reticle, which is the homologous
point of the barycenter of the infrared detector. The U.T. and
E.T., which are the arguments of several tables, are calculated
as follows :
*Spectral transmittance as defined in Reference i.
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U.T. = day + t(sec)/86400 ,
E.T. = day + [t(sec) + 35]/86400
The remaining steps for obtaining the hour angle and declination of
each photograph remain the sameas previously described (2). Then
the values of h and _ are converted into practical units (degrees
instead of radians) and printed out. These values are also indexed
and stored.
Correction due to the Motion of the Telescope. When MOON3
is called through the third entry point, it treats the h's and 6's
of a scan according to one of the following three situations: the
telescope was stationary; the telescope had a uniform motion in
hour angle and declination; or it was uncertain whether the telescope
moved or not. Detailed treatment of this problem has appeared pre-
viously (3).
MOON3 prints out the means of all the times, the h's and
6 's with the corresponding subsolar point and topocentric disk center.
The residuals of each h and 6 are calculated. When the
telescope was known or determined by the program to have been moving
uniformly, any point with residuals of i0 arcsec or bigger from the
computed mean value of the path of the scan is considered to be
unreliable and is discarded. In the event that only one or two
points remain, the reduction stops and the calculation is based on
these one or two points. When a satisfactory set of residuals is
obtained, the rms (root mean square) residual in position (both
coordinates combined) is calculated and printed out, together with
a graph of the residuals as a function of time.
The output of the orthographic coordinates obtained from
the photographs of all scans in a run are placed together by MOON3.
Ephemeris Data for Each Observation at Time t. MOON3
receives the time (in seconds) and the infrared measurement of each
data point at the fourth entry point. MOON3 calculates the ephemeris
data and determines whether the infrared measurement is on or off
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the lunar disk. All these are transmitted back to the main program
LUNAR,which in turn calls subroutine COEFI2to generate the correct
base level for this scan and then stores all the results on a tem-
porary tape. As mentioned before, the output of the ephemeris data
is combined with the brightness temperature and printed out at the
end of a run.
Process a New Scan. The last two steps are repeated for
a new scan. MOON3 poses no limit to the number of scans that can
be processed, except that they should all belong to the same date
and should use the constants included in the tables read into MOON3.
3) Subroutine COEFI2
COEFI2 corrects the infrared measurement caused by the
presence of the zero-suppression or bucking signal. The zero-
suppression and bucking signals for each scan are read in by TEMPR2.
It is understood that they are constant throughout a scan. COEFI2
selects the corresponding zero-suppression and bucking signal for
each scan and corrects the infrared measurements accordingly. If
no such information exists, the infrared measurement is left intact.
COEFI2 also generates a continuous sequence of linear fits
to sky deflections so that they can serve as the base level that is
subtracted from the moon deflection.
a) Input
COEFI2 is supervised by the main program LUNAR. COEFI2
is called after each data point has been processed by MOON3. Hence,
two data are available for COEFI2. They come from LUNAR and MOON3
respectively, and are:
i) time in seconds (TSEC) ; and
2) whether the infrared measurement is on or off the
lunar disk.
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With this information, COEFI2divides all the data points of a run
into five categories. They are in time sequence and come to COEFI2
one by one. Figure 4 shows the sequence in the five categories.
b) Sequence of Operations
The sequence of operations is as follows:
i) Starting from point "a" COEFI2 stores time and infra-
red measurements for each point until it reaches point "b", the
first on-moon point.
2) It then backtracks 3 seconds from "b" to "c" and dis-
cards the points in between because the infrared measurements of
this region are now affected by lunar radiation. The mean value
of the infrared measurements between "a" and "c" and the time when
they occur are then calculated, indexed, and stored.
3) Information relating to each on-moon point between
"b" and "d" is then stored on temporary tape. This tape contains
the scan number, U.T., ephemeris, date, and the revised infrared
measurement. COEFI2 also assigns each point an index number (KD)
so that the corresponding base level will be subtracted from the
infrared measurement.
Each on-moon data point generates 12 items of information.
It is possible that several on-moon scans may be grouped together.
If that is the case, more than 1500 data points will be accumulated
and at least 18,000 words of storage will be needed. Therefore a
temporary tape and a second pass are needed to accomplish the com-
plete data reduction.
4) Continuing from "d", COEFI2 ignores the data between
"d" and "e", which are 3 seconds apart, for the same reason given
in step (2). From "e", time and infrared measurements are again
stored until the next on-moon point "f" is reached.
E
.=
E
_;m A
,,,,,=,(t)
a _ d
b_'___d I e' _f Scan
FIG. 4. Scheme showing the linear interpolation to obtain
the sky level base line Yb(t) for a series of scans.
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5) COEFI2backtracks again 3 seconds to point "g". The
meanvalue of the infrared measurementsbetween "e" and "g" and the
time they occur are again calculated, indexed, and stored. These
data, with the information from step (2), completely determine the
first base level.
From point "f" the program repeats itself from step (3)
and treats point "f" as point "b". Thus the terminal point of the
first base level becomesthe starting point of the second. COEFI2
then completes the last base level with the signal of the last card
of the run.
At e_ repeat #he run ofif for any _==_u** _ "- _ _ .....
some particular scan and the brightness temperatures calculated do
not come out exactly as before, the discrepancies may be due to the
fact that the scan was previously run together with the adjacent
scans. The base level was previously dependent on all the off-limb
points between them, but in the repeat run is dependent on the points
of this particular scan alone. In practice, however, the difference
is usually very small and will not show up since the result in de-
grees Kelvin is accurate within 4 significant figures.
4) Subroutine TEMPR2
To find the brightness temperature of a given data point,
the main reduction program solves the following non-linear integral
equation:
K(t)y(t) = RTA[T(_,n) ,m,_0]S[T(_,n)] , (15)
where y(t) is the infrared measurement at a point with coordinates
(_,n) ; K(t) is the constant of the pyrometer obtained as described
under GAIN and LAGR, R is an instrumental constant described in
GAIN, _A[T(£,n),m,_0] as computed in FAKIR and S[T(_,n)] as computed
in BRAD. Since these variables are bounded and tabulated, this
problem is solved to adequate accuracy by inverse linear inter-
polation (Regula Falsi method). Note here that TEMPR2 fills out
by linear interpolation the T A table in A(T), B(T), C(T)--the
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parameters of the atmospheric model computedby FAKIR--to the full
85°K to 410°K range in increments of I°K compatible with tables in
the CORRADIANCE,S(T) .
To put it more generally, we are to find the zero of a
tabular function, F(T) , where:
F(T) = K.y - S(T) (16)
R_A(T,m,w0)
(Note that the T here is really the average brightness temperature
of the lunar region covered by the resolution element.) Both the
integral, S(T) , and the mean atmospheric radiant transmittance, _A'
are known to be monotonic in T. This consideration might argue for
a Newton-Raphson approach. However, in view of the lack of ana-
lytical expressions for the derivative of F(T) , the work proceeds more
efficiently with the Regula Falsi method. This is especially true
since within any one scan we can take the final root, T, for the
preceding time point and make it the starting root for the next.
At the beginning of the scan, F(T) is tabulated and the T's on either
side of a sign change are selected as starting points, T 0 and TI:
Step A: T' = [F(TI)T 0 - F(T0)TI]/[F(T I) - F(T0)] (17)
Step B:
Step C:
T' --+ T O if F(T') < 0
T' --+ T 1 if F(T') > 0
Return to step A until IT 0 - TII <_ AT(T) ,
(18)
(19)
where AT(T) is the temperature resolution determined by the noise
level of the pyrometer. Actually, in the present case, one itera-
tion is quite sufficient.
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a) Input
TEMPR2reads bucking and zero-suppression signal. These
are held in COMMONfor use by COEFI2. The principal inputs to
TEMPR2are the current CORRADIANCEtables, S(T) (which are read
from constant cards selected for the instrumental transmittance
that is applicable to the scans currently being processed); current
infrared measurement,y(t) (corrected for base level and bucking and
zero-suppression signals); and K(t) (the constant of the pyrometer).
In addition, the mean atmospheric radiant transmittance is obtained
through communication with subroutine FAKIR (refer to Fig. i).
_, S_nce _ Operations
One segment of TEMPR2 is used to read the constant cards
under supervision by LUNAR. TEMPR2 then executes calls to FAKIR
and GAIN, to obtain the mean atmospheric radiant transmittance
values for the entire time interval covered by the scans in the
current run and to obtain a polynomial form for the constant of
the pyrometer in the same time interval. Finally, TEMPR2 executes
the entire second pass through all the data points, subtracting the
base level corrections computed by COEFI2 and adding brightness
temperature to the data vector describing each point.
5) Subroutine FAKIR
This subroutine computes the mean atmospheric radiant
transmittance TA(mj,T i) . A set of temperatures, Ti, covering the
lunar temperature range (85°K to 410°K) is selected, and for each
T i a small set of air mass values, mj (which cover the range
m = 1.0-4.0), is selected. The mean transmittance is calculated:
_A(mj ,T i) =
f N(I,Ti)T0(1)TA(mj,I)dl
0
_,_^,Ti) T0( _
where N(I,T i) is the spectral blackbody radiance, _0(_) the
(20)
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spectral instrumental transmittance, and _A(mj,l) the spectral
atmospheric radiant transmittance computed according to one of
the atmospheric models previously described (2).
The denominator in Eq. (20) is selected from the
CORRADIANCEtables pre-computed by BRADand the numerator is
evaluated by use of subroutine ICE3. Note that it is not feasible
to pre-compute the numerator, since the _A(mj,l) computedby BREW
is dependent on the amount of precipitable water along the path, w,
which covers a wide range. Also, peculiarities in the atmospheric
conditions over some time may require the selection of differing
models. Thus TA(mj,l) is really _A(m,l,w,model) . After the [A has
been computed for each of the m., a least-squares fit of _A is made3
to the analytic form:
_A(mj,T i) = exp (-cm p) , (21)
where p = A lOgl0 m + B.
This process is repeated for all of the T i and the result
is a _A analytic in m with coefficients tabular in T:
_A(mj,T i) = exp [-C(Ti)m p(Ti) ] (22)
whe re
p(T i) = A(T i) lOgl0 m + B(T i) (23)
_A < T., simple linear interpolation inTo find (m,T x) where T i < T x 3
the tables of [A(Ti),B(Ti) ,C(Ti)] is adequate, since _A is a slowly
changing function of T.
6) Subroutine BREW
This subroutine used by FAKIR calculates a spectral at-
mospheric radiant transmittance _A(m,l) , according to one of three
possible analytic models previously described (2). _A also depends
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on the amount of precipitable water, w0, at the zenith. The technique
used by BREWhas been described previously (2).
7) Subroutine GAIN
This subroutine computes the constants of the pyrometer
K(t c) • Periodically interspersed with lunar scans are calibration
passes in which the infrared detector is "looking at" a calibration
blackbody at temperature T c with an enclosure reference blackbody at
temperature T R. Let y(t c) be the amplitude in digitizer counts of the
calibration infrared signal. Now we can calculate a pyrometer con-
stant (i.e., calibration or scaling constant) from:
K(tc)Y(t c) = Rc{S[Tc(tc)] - S[TR(tc) ] } (24)
where the t c are times of calibration passes, R is an instrumental
constant, and S is CORRADIANCE as obtained by linear interpolation
in our BRAD-created tables. If our times of calibration, tc, span
the time region covered by the scans to be processed, we have in the
values K(tc) a discrete table of pyrometer constants as a function
of time.
8) Subroutine GT (mnemonic LAGR)
The LAGR subroutine performs Lagrange-interpolation in
the table K(tc) to obtain K(t) at any time of a data-point. Thus,
depending on the number of calibration times, t c (c = I, 2 ..... n),
a polynomial of arbitrarily high degree (n) is available to describe
the drift of the pyrometer constant:
7. IK _ (t - t.)}(tc_K(t) = (tc) _tj)
c=l[ j=l
_c
(25)
This information is called for at each data point from the temperature-
conversion program TEMPR2.
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9) Subroutine BRAD
The program BRAD is not incorporated in LUNAR, but performs
a set of computations which are pre-tabulated before a run of the
LUNAR package. A selected BRAD output set is submitted with each run
of LUNAR. BRAD produces tables of blackbody radiances, corrected for
proper instrumental transmittance (CORRADIANCE), as a function of
temperature, T. The spectral instrumental transmittance, T0(1) is
input to BRAD. _0(_) may be tabulated in any given interval, AI, over
any range of _ (here we are concerned specifically with the 8.0-15.0
micron "window"). BRAD evaluates the integral:
S(T) = f N(l ,T) T0(l)dl , (26)
where
c 1
N(I,T) = , (27)
_5[exp (c2/_T) - i]
and
c I = c2h ,
c 2 = ch/k ,
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, h is the Planck constant,
and k is Boltzmann's constant.
For a given spectral instrumental transmittance, T0(1), a
table of CORRADIANCES, S(T), is output for the temperature range
85°K to 410°K. To evaluate the integral, BRAD uses ICE3, a variable
stepsize integration routine employing a modified Adams-Moulton
method with error control (via stepsize halving to estimate error).
Interpolation in the table, t0(1) is provided by a parabolic inter-
polation routine, FRENCH. The tabular interval AT = I°K is quite
adequate since the CORRADIANCES, S(T), are clearly quite well-behaved
and monotonic.
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IV. COMPUTER OUTPUT
The Table shows a typical output of the data processed by
the computer program discussed in this report. Column 1 gives the
scan number arbitrarily assigned to each scan. Column 2 gives the
data point number in sequence. Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6 give the date
expressed in days, hours, minutes, and seconds at which the respec-
tive data point has been obtained. Columns 7 and 8 give the ortho-
graphic coordinates of each data point. Column 9 gives the air mass
through which the point of given coordinates has been measured.
Columns ii, 12, 13, and 14 give the elevation of the sun and earth
at the given orthographic coordinates, earth azimuth from the sun,
phase angle, and brightness temperature, m_ print _,_+ "_" _
the bottom of the Table means "off the lunar disk". Thus, this out-
put gives not only the brightness temperature but also other relevant
astronomical data for further interpretation of the brightness tem-
perature data.
TABLE
COMPUTER OUTPUT OF THE DATA PROCESSING OF LUNAR INFRARED
MEASUREMENTS AT HIGH SPATIAL AND RADIOMETRIC RESOLUTION TO
OBTAIN BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE AND OTHER RELEVANT ASTROMETRIC DATA
EPHENER|S A_D TEVPERJTURE DATA OF LUNAR SURFACE
SCAN D6TA 1965 _PR
NO. NO. D H N SEC
! 560 15 [ 7 41.60
1 561 15 1 7 41.80
I 562 15 1 7 42.01
I 563 15 I 7 42.21
I 564 15 I 7 42.41
1 565 15 1 7 42.57
I 566 15 I 7 42.82
I 567 15 1 7 43.08
1 568 15 1 7 43.18
I 569 15 l 7 43._9
I 570 15 I 7 43.59
I 571 15 I 7 4_.85
I 572 15 I 7 44.00
I 573 15 I 7 44.20
I 574 15 I 7 44.41
I 575 15 I 7 44.61
I 576 15 I 7 44.82
1 577 15 I 7 45.02
I 578 15 I 7 45.23
I 579 15 I 7 45.43
I 580 15 I 7 45.63
I 581 15 I 7 45.84
I 582 15 1 7 46.04
I 583 15 I 7 46.25
I 584 15 I 7 46.45
I 585 15 I 7 46.66
1 586 15 1 7 46.81
I 587 15 I 7 47.07
I 588 15 I 7 _7.22
I 589 15 I 7 47.42
I 590 15 I 7 47.63
1 591 15 l 7 47.83
1 592 15 1 7 48.04
I 593 15 I 7 48.24
I 594 15 I 7 48.45
I 595 15 I 7 48.65
I 596 15 I 7 48.85
I 597 15 I 7 49.06
I 598 15 I 7 49.21
I 599 15 I 7 49.42
I 600 15 I 7 49.62
1 601 15 I 7 49.83
I 602 15 l 7 50.03
I 603 15 1 7 50.23
I 604 15 I 7 50.44
I 605 15 t 7 50.64
1 606 15 l 7 50.85
I 607 15 t 7 51.05
1 608 15 1 7 51.26
I 609 15 1 7 51.46
I 610 15 I 7 51.67
I 611 15 I 7 51.87
1 612 15 1 7 52.07
I 613 15 I 7 52.23
I 614 15 I 7 52.48
1 615 15 l 7 52.69
AIR
XI ETA MASS
-0.8281 -0.3512 2.057
-0.8315 -C.3495 2. C57
-0.8350 -0.3477 2. C57
-0.8384 -0.3460 2.057
-0.8419 -0.3442 2.057
-0.8445 -0.3429 2.057
-0.8487 -0.3407 2.057
-0.8531 -0.3384 2.057
-0.854e -0.3375 2.057
-0.8584 -0.3357 2.057
-0.861_ -0.3338 2.C57
-0.8664 -0.3315 2.057
--0.8691 -0.3301 2. C57
-0.8725 -0.3283 2.057
-0.8761 -0.3263 2. C57
-0.8798 -0.3244 2.057
-0.8834 -0.3224 2.057
--0.8871 -0.3204 2.057
-0.8909 -0.3184 2.057
-0.8946 -0.3163 2. C57
-0.8982 -0.3143 2. C57
-0.9021 -0.3122 2. C57
-0.9060 -0.3100 2. C57
--0.9099 -0.3078 2.057
-0.9139 -0.3055 2. C57
-0.918C -0.3032 2.057
-0.9211 -0.3014 2.057
-0.9261 -0.2984 2.057
-0.9294 -0.2964 2.057
-0.933_ -0.2936 2. C57
-0.9387 -0.2q07 2. C57
-0.9438 -0.2873 2.057
--0.9496 -0.2833 2.057
-0.9528 -0.2822 2. C57
-0.9556 -0.2810 2.057
-0.9585 -0.2798 2.057
-0.9614 -0.2785 2.057
-0.964_ -0.2773 2.057
-0.9666 -0.2764 2.057
-0.9693 -0.2752 2.057
--0.9722 -0.2739 2.057
-0.975C -0.2728 2.057
--0.9779 -0.2715 2.057
-0.9807 -0.2703 2.057
-0.9836 -C.2691 2.057
-0.9865 -0.2679 2.057
--0.9894 -0.2666 2.057
--0.9922 -0.2655 2.057
--0.9951 -0.2642 2. C57
--0.9979 -0.2630 2.057
-1.0008 -0.2618 2.057
-1.0037 -0.2605 2.057
-1.0066 -0.2593 2.057
-1.0088 -0._584 2.057
-I.0123 -0.2569 2.057
-1.0151 -0.2557 2.057
SCAN I
ELEVATION OF EARTH AZH. PHASE
EARTH SUN FROM SUN ANGLE
22.6 11.5 0.3 11.2
22.3 11.1 0.3 11.2
21_9 10.8 0.3 11.2
21.6 10.4 0.3 11.2
21.2 10.0 0.4 11.2
20.9 9.8 0.4 11.1
20.5 9.3 0.4 II.I
20.0 8.8 0.5 11.1
19.8 8.6 0.5 ll.l
19.4 8.2 0.5 11.1
i9.0 7.8 0.5 ll.l
18.4 7.3 0.5 ll.1
18.I 7.0 0.6 II.I
17.7 6.6 0.6 11.1
17.2 6.1 0.6 11.1
16.8 5.6 0.6 ll.l
16.3 5.2 0.7 11.1
15.8 4.7 0.7 11.1
15.3 4.2 0.7 11.1
14.7 3.6 0.7 II.I
14.2 3.1 0.8 11.1
13.6 2.5 0.8 11.1
13.0 1.9 0.8 11.1
12.4 1.3 0.8 11.1
11.8 0.6 0.8 11.1
II.0 -0. I 0.9 II.I
10.5 -0.6 0.9 11.1
9.5 -1.6 0.9 11.1
8.9 -2.2 0.9 11.1
7.9 -3.2 1.0 II.I
6.8 -4.3 1.0 11.1
5.5 -5.6 1.0 11.1
3.8 -7.3 1.0 11.I
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. 0. O.
O. O. O. O.
O. O. O. O.
0. 0. 0. O.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
O. O. O. O.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. O.
0. 0. 0. O.
0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0.
O. O. O. O.
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
nFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
TEVPERATURE
DEGREE K
295.02
293.03
289.99
286.84
286.84
285.76
283.58
283.58
283.58
282.47
280.2!
279.06
276.72
275.53
271.85
270.59
268.00
265.34
266.67
263.96
263.96
259.71
255.21
250._1
247.07
245.26
239.68
235.67
235.67
224.28
224.27
216.10
216.09
--0.
--0.
--0.
--0.
--Oe
--0.
--0.
--0.
--0.
--De
--0.
--0.
--Oe
--0.
--Oe
--0.
--0.
--0.
--0.
--0.
--Oe
--De
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE DECK MAKE UP
DATE CARD--Besides year, month, and day, this card also gives
the number of physical records remaining on the tape from the
last run. Punch "0" after "date" to start a new tape.
Example :
Column 1 4 6
1965 APRIL 15 0
one blank in between
EPHEMERIS CARDS
Ephemeris cards are of five types. They are normally read in
the order given below; also, there is a blank card to terminate
this group.
a) PLACE card (Observer's coordinates)
This has PLACE in columns 1-5, the name of the place in
cols. 7-18 followed by the longitude (+ West, - East) in
hours, minutes, and seconds ; the latitude in degrees,
minutes, and seconds; and the height in meters above sea
level. The format is similar to that for the list of
Observatories in the Ephemeris.
b) REFRACTION card
This card has REFRACTION beginning in column i, followed
by the photographic and detector effective wave lengths in
that order; either angstroms or microns can be used as units.
The hour angles and declinations of the resolution element
obtained from the photographs will then be corrected for dif-
ferential refraction between the two wavelengths (but not
for the whole refraction at either wavelength). If the re-
fraction card is omitted, no correction will be made.
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Approximate effective wavelengths are:
Photographic Channel
panchromatic film, no filter: 5000A
panchromatic film, yellow filter: 6000A
panchromatic film, red filter: 6200A
Visual Channel
O
5500A
Radiometric Channel with the Addition of Broadband Filter
10.7u
c) TABLEA card (Radial Ephemeris)
This has TABLEA in columns 1-6, followed by the year, month,
and day; and the lunar semidiameter and horizontal parallax.
The month should be separated from the year by a single blank.
The day ends with .0 or .5, just as in the Ephemeris. This
table is limited to a maximum of 50 entries.
d) TABLEB card (Angular Ephemeris)
This has TABLEB in the first 6 columns; the year, month,
and day as above; the hour of the day; the R.A. and decli-
nation of the Moon as given in the Ephemeris. This table
is limited to a maximum of 500 entries.
e) TABLEC card (Physical Ephemeris)
This has TABLEC in columns 1-6; year, month, and day as
before; the Earth's selenocentric longitude and latitude;
the Sun's selenocentric colongitude and latitude; and posi-
tion angle of the Moon's axis. This table is limited to a
maximum of 25 entries.
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In general, there should be at least two entries in each
table both before and after all times of observation.
3. CONSTANT CARDS FOR TEMPERATURE REDUCTION
a) Constant of the bucking-signal counter cards
These constant cards are expressed in watts per bucking sig-
nal count; it is inherently positive. This constant appears
alone on the card in columns 11-22, and should be right-
justified (i.e., leading blanks are acceptable, but blanks
trailing into column 22 are not).
Example:
Column 12 19 20 21 22
+ .1206 - 0 9
This is E-format, where the last three characters must be
a sign for the exponent and a two-character exponent--the
+ sign in column 12 is optional. The above represents the
quantity 1.206 × 10 -10. If no bucking signal is to be used
for a run, nevertheless one blank card must replace this card.
b) Scan-Bucking signal cards
These are one or more cards specifying alternately a scan
number and one associated bucking signal. One card accom-
modates seven such pairs. The first and succeeding cards
of this group must contain the letters BUC in columns 1-3,
and the last card of the group must be totally blank. If
there is no bucking signal among all the scans, then only
the blank card is needed to represent this group.
Example:
Column 1 7 ii 17 21 27 31
l I+ + ,
BUC 025 -97.5 026 +63.2 100 +125
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The above lists three scans in the present run in which
bucking signals were present. The three-place integer field
specifies the scan number and is followed by a five-place
decimal field which expresses in units of the bucking-signal
counter the additive bucking voltage which was present
throughout that scan. The sign of the bucking signal is
determined as follows: if it has increased the height of
the deflection trace, then the sign is positive; if the
presence of the bucking signal has made the y-deflection
trace smaller by a constant (i.e., smaller than it would have
been in the absence of a bucking signal), then the sign is
negative. If three digits of non-fractional significance are
desired in the bucking counts, any fraction of a count must
be dropped, and the decimal point occupies the last position
in the field (as with the entry for scan i00 in the above
example). For sake of internal efficiency, if more than
one BUC card will be needed to list all scans with bucking
signals and their associated bucking counts, the first BUC
card should be filled with all the seven pairs it will ac-
commodate. No more than twenty scans with bucking signals
should be run at once. Each scan with a bucking signal must
have an entry for it in a BUC card even though the same sig-
nal may persist through several contiguous scans.
c) Scan-Zero suppression cards (see Fig. i)
The same conventions and formats apply here as to the scan-
bucking signal cards in group b) , with the following
exceptions:
(1) The first three coluntns of the card must contain the
characters ZER (followed by three blanks as above).
(2) Zero suppression counts are entered in units of digi-
tized deflection counts (four counts per millimeter of
deflection).
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Again, a blank card must always be present in this
group, even if a set of ZER cards is not needed and
is not present. Thus, in a run of scans in which buck-
ing signal and zero-suppression are not relevant, the
data deck would begin with three blank cards--one for
each of the three data groups so far described.
d) Convolution of the blackbody radiance and instrumental
transmittance table cards
This group will already have been prepared. Three such
groups are currently available:
one for the wide-band filter plus window;
one for the narrow-band filter plus window;
one for the rectangular filter plus window.
Each set comprises 54 cards. If any filter other than
those listed above is used, a new group of table cards
must be prepared in advance.
e) FAKIR control cards
Card 1 gives the amount of precipitable water in milli-
meters, for one air mass measured during the lunar
observations; the amount of precipitable water used for
the atmospheric model (this amount, 3.0 millimeters, has
been derived from the data collected by Gates and Harrop,
but if the experimental data input to the FAKIR program
should change, the quantity should be changed accord-
ingly) ; and a name, LIN, for the order of interpolation
to be used in the experimental data. Five columns of
this card are allotted to each of the above control
quantities, beginning in column i, except for the last
name, LIN, which occupies only three columns.
Example :
Column I 6 ii 16
I t I I
15.23 03.00 GREV* LIN
*A name for the model that determines the use of the coefficients
coming from the experimental data being used. This name should
always appear starting in Column ii.
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As opposed to numerics, the namesmust be left-justified
in their allotted fields.
Card 2 specifies three quantities that control treatment
of continuous absorption by FAKIR: the first control is
one letter--either an H or an A--which specifies whether
or not continuous absorption is to be due to H20 (H
stands for H20 and 3.0 millimeters has been selected as
the amount of precipitable water as the source of con-
tinuous absorption and should always be used with the
current experimental data). The next control is the
coefficient of continuous absorption for the choice made
in the first control. For H20 as the cause of continuous
absorption, this coefficient should be 0.01075; it should
be 0.06 if H20 is not the cause. The third control has
two alternatives: either blank cards or the word NOT in
the last three columns of the card. If NOT is used,
continuous absorption will be ignored. Generally do not
ignore it (i.e., do not put NOT).
Example :
Column i i0
H 0.01075
This, in fact, is the card that should generally be used;
but the choice may be subject to reconsideration for
scans that took place during times when the amounts of
precipitable water were exceedingly low.
Card group 3 contains the experimental data which supply
the coefficients for the various small-step models (2).
These cards have already been prepared and should simply
be inserted as a group at this point. (Always check to
be sure that the last of these cards has a 1 in column
80 to signal the end of this group.)
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Card group 4 - Instrumental transmittance. This is the
tabular form of the spectral transmittance of the filter
and window mentioned in Chapter 4. Again, this is a pre-
generated group of cards which should match the radiance
table (above) in its identification ; at present, this
includes only wide-band, narrow-band, and rectangular.
Card group 5 - Temperature list. This list specifies a
convenient set of temperatures within the working range
at which FAKIR will compute the tabular coefficients of
_A" All other values of the coefficients in steps of
I"K are then picked up by linear interpolation in the set
of "exact" values at the temperatures in the present list.
The present pre-generated cards for this list are ade-
quate, but if a change is ever desired, punch ten tem-
peratures per card separated by blanks--free field--
using as many cards as desired, and end the list with a
negative temperature.
Card 6 - Extrapolation card (for BREW). This card selects
an extrapolation between the experimental data and the
CO 2 theoretical data. Six fields are present on this card.
The first is a ten-column field starting in column 21
which specifies the beginning of the IR-region (expressed
in microns) in which an extrapolation will be made from
preceding data; this field is in decimals. The next
field is alphabetic and either contains the word EQUAL
in columns 31-35 or is left blank. If the word EQUAL
does appear, the extrapolation will be made to the wave-
length at which the amount of CO 2 absorption becomes
comparable with that attributed to H20 in the region
from which the extrapolation is made, or to the upper
limit on the region in which extrapolation is made (this
is entered in the next field). If EQUAL does not appear,
extrapolation will be made to the upper limit punched
in the next field, which is again decimal _nd occupies
card columns 41-50. Here is entered the upper limit of
the IR-region in which extrapolation is necessary (because
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of lack of experimental data). The next field occupies
card columns 51-60 (always inclusive) and gives in microns
the lower limit of the IR-region from which the extrapo-
lation is to be made. The fifth field occupies columns
61-70 and gives the upper limit of the IR-region from
which the mean is extrapolated. The final field, columns
79 and 80, contains either the word NO or blanks. If
the word NO is present, no extrapolation is performed.
Example:
Column 21 30 31--35
12. 543 EQUAL
51 60 61 70
12.000 12.500
41 50
14. i00
79-80
L
N O
or
BLANKS
Here an extrapolation is made in the range 12.543 to 14.100
microns or to the wavelength at which the amount of CO 2 is
comparable with that of H20; the extrapolation is made from
the available data in the IR-range 12.0 to 12.5 microns. This
card is pre-generated and all data are right justified.
f) Calibration Constant K(t) cards
These cards contain a table of the calibration constant, K(t), as
a function of universal time. Values of K(t) are expressed in
units of watts per millimeter of the deflection trace. Values
for the whole time range covered by the scan are batched to-
gether in one run: specifically, a value for the calibration
constant for a time earlier than the earliest time a data-point
was recorded in the first scan, and a value at a time later than
the latest data-point in the last scan should be entered, along
with their associated times according to the format specified.
Handling discontinuous changes in K(t) may be ignored as long
as the bucking-signal and zero-suppression remain the only means
by which the output level of the deflection trace can be changed
by discrete amounts. However, the CHANGE card containing the
time greater than any of the data-point times embodied in the
scans must be present.
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Format
Format Entry Columns
A6 Card Type 1-6
13 Day 7- 9
I3 Hour 10-12
13 Minutes 13-15
F6.2 Seconds 16 -21
El0.4 K(t) 22-31
Card Type
(i) The first card cannot be a CHANGE card and will
have blanks in columns 1-6.
(2) On every card representing data recorded at the
time of a discrete change of the gain setting, the
word CHANGE should be entered in columns 1-6.
(3) After the last data card in the deck, a card with
only the word FINALI in columns 1-6 should be
included.
(4) The card immediately preceding a FINALI card must be a
CHA/_GE card with a time greater than any preceding time.
Example :
Column 1 6
CHANGE
or
FINALI
or
BLANKS
89 ii 12 14 15 17 18 19 20 21
18 i 3 3 1 1 9 2 5
23 24 25 _u"_27 28 29 30 31
0 8 3 4 1 E - 9
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4. SCAN CARDS
There are six different card types under this group. They are:
a) Heading cards
b) Picture cards
c) SCAN or DRIFT cards
d) Data cards
e) 000 cards
f) Scan ending cards
They are arranged as follows:
a) Heading Card: This card is generated by the digitizer and
contains the deflection and time (hour, minute, and second)
counts at the beginning and the end of each scan.
Format (free field format of 150) :
No. of SCAN 1 XLO 2
Field _ _ _ _
1 2 3 4
990* H M S 1 XHI 2 990* H M S
5 6 7 8 9 l0 ii 12 13 14 15
b) Picture Cards: One or more picture cards relating to the
same scan as the heading card are grouped together. The
orthographic lunar coordinates XI and ETA and the identi-
fying picture frame number are all punched on these cards.
Free field format of 8G is used:
No. of Scan 1 XLO 2 990* No. of Frame XI ETA
Field _ _ [ _ _ _ _
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A scan usually has more than one heading card; a) and b) are
then repeated from here for the whole scan.
*990 distinguishes these cards from the data cards.
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c) SCAN or DRIFT Card: This card has a 0 (zero) punched in
column 2. The rest of the card may be blank or may contain
an indication of the scanning mode, beginning in or after
column 7; the mode is indicated by the word SCAN if the
telescope is moving during the scan, or the word DRIFT if
a drift curve is taken with the telescope fixed.
d) DATA Cards: All the data cards of a given scan are grouped
together but subgroups are subdivided by 000 cards.
e) 000 Card: A card with 000 punched at columns 1-3 separates
each sub-group of data cards that are under different
heading cards. (Hence, the number of 000 cards of a scan
is always one less than the number of heading cards.)
f) Scan Ending Card: This card has 0 (zero) punched in columns
2, 4, 6, and 8. It signals the end of one scan and the
beginning of the next scan. It may be omitted if only one
scan is being processed.
NEXT SCAN: At this point the SCAN CARDS of Section 4 may be
repeated for the next scan. The number of scans that can
be processed in a run should all be under the same DATE
CARD and the constant cards of Sections 2 and 3. However,
the number of scans that can be processed using bucking
signal and zero suppression is limited to twenty.
5. END OF RUN CARD
This card has 0 (zero) punched in column 2 and the word FIN
on columns 4, 5, and 6. It immediately precedes the END OF
FILE card.
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CMAIN
C
C
C
C
I
99
APPENDIX B
PROGRAM LISTING
LIST8
LARFL
SYmbOL TARL_
PROGRAM LUNAR TO COMPUTE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION ON MOONS SURFACE
LUNAR qUP_RVIS_ _IRROUTINES MOON3,COEFI2 AND TEMPR2
COMMON BUCK,ZERO,BSCON,NSB,NSZ,YII,UI,C,CT,TItSN,NKtALAMBoELEMNT,
1CI,C2,C3,PLAN,WH20,CAUSE,COEF,AVOIDC,IMAX,PRINEX,FIT,LAMEND
DIMENSION BUCK(20_,ZERO(20},NSB(20},NSZ(20)
DIMENSION Y1](2_h},UI(200),C(200}
91_FNSION CT(20),TI(29,20},GN(20,20)oNK(20I
DIMENSICN ALAMB(2_O),ELEMNT(200},CI(200},C2(200),C3(200)
[)I_ENSIGN LIST(21),XLIST(21},REMARK(12},NRPS(20) tTEST(2)
DI,_ENSION TI,_EI(gn),XLO(90|,YZERO(gO},SLOPE(gO),RATE|gO),XHI(gO}
I)I_=NSIOK BU_R(15,133),LBUFR(15,133)
EOUI VALENC_ (RUFR ,LBUFR )
A N r_EQUIV LE . (LIST,XLIST)
NTAD=LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER FOR TAMPORARY SCRATCH USE
_TAD:4
qTPI=9
NTP?:]_
RLANK=IH
CENTER:6HCENTER
SI)mqOL:6HqUBqOL
ERASE KD,CSW
ERASE NSCAN,IH,NDPS,NRT,NDT
ERASE BUFR
NSC=I
R_A9 DATE CAR.... NRL IS THE NO. OF PHYSICAL RECORDS LEFT ON TAPE
FROM L_ST Rt_N. PUNCH 0 FOR NRL IF TO START A NEW TAPE
R_A_ INPUT TAPFS,],IYR,AMON,IDAY,NRL
_OR_AT (I_,A_,2G)
'._RITE OUTPUT TAPE6,gg,IYR,AMON,IDAY
FORAAT(]H!,IA,]XA_I3,26X-LUNAR SCAN PROCESSING-}
DAY=IDAY
ERA_F KEY
KEY IS THE SWITCH FOR DIFFERENT ENTRY POINTS OF SUBROUTINES.
R_A_ PLACE + REFRACTION CARDS + EPHEMERIS TABLES BY MOON3
CALL MOgN3 (IYR,AMON,DAY,TSEC,KEY,SPOT,XI,ETA,AIR_ALTOBS,NFRAME,
IALT_OL,AZOUT,PHASE,NSCAN,EDGE_DATUM)
REAh 6 GROUPS OF CONTROL CARDS BY CALLING TEMPR
CALL TFMPR2 (NTAP,IPI,NPB,NPZ,DAY,KEY,TEMP,NTPI,BUFR,LBUFR,
llVP,AM_N,[_AY)
K_V:I
REAh HFADING CARDS #ND PICTURE CARDS OF ONE WHOLE SCAN.
I0 READ INPUT TAPES,2,ILIST(1)_I =l'g}
2 FOR_AT(BG,A6)
IF(LI_T-NSCAN)IO0,270,100
S_T UP FOR EACH HEADING CARD
I00 IF (LI_T) 3, 30,168
1_8 NSCAN=LIST
169 R_D!NPUTTAPEgg,?,(LIST(1),I=1'15)
POR_AT (!5_)
]70 IH:IH+I
IH IS THE COgeNT OF HEADING CARDS
IF(LIST(IO)-LIST(_))_,3,101
CALL R_RcAD
PEA_ INPUT TAPES_4,REMARK
FORMAT(]2_6)
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WRITEOUTPUTAPE6,5,REMARK
5 FORMAT(1HO,12A6,6X2qHCARDE RORORMISPLACFD)
CALLrXIT
IOl IFILI_T(2)-I)_,!O_, _
IPq IF(LI_T(4)-2)_,!h4_ _
I_4 IF(LIqT(I! )-P)R,lh_t _
195 _Oln6 .J=_,t_
106 CALL tlNFIX(XLIST(J))
TI-CI(IH)=XLI£T(6)*_6hO.+XLIST(?)*60.+XLIST(8)
TIMc2=XLIqT(13)*3600.+XLIST(!4)*60.+XLIST(!5)
XLO(IH)=XLI_T(_)
XHI(IH)=XLIST(IO)
yZFRr_(IH)=XLIST(5)
YONF=XLIST(]2)
SLOPF(IH)=(yONE-YZCRO(IH))/(XHI(IH)-XLO(IH))
110 RATE(IH)=(TIVE2-TIMEI(IH))/(XHI(IH)-XLO(IH))
RATF IC IN SFCONDC PER COUNT.
[F(PAT_(IN) )_t991_
("
27q [F(XL[CT(O)/nLANK)27],273,271
n 271 IF(XLIST(q)/CPNT_R) 272,274,272
272 IF(XLI£T(9)/£UBCOL) 169,275,169
27_ ERA_ _POT
GO TO 200
274 SPOT=-I,
GO TO 200
27_ SPOT=+1.
200 IF(LIST(2)-I)3,2O],_
20I IF(LIqT(4)-2)3t2029_
202 IF(LI£T(5)-_NO)3,3,_03
20 _ _=_LI£T(3)
CALL UNCIX(×}
C TO CHECK IF X lq IN BETWEEN XLO AND XHI
IF((X-XLO(IH))*(XHI(IH}-X)) 3,204,204
20_ TgEC=TIMEI(IH)+RATP(IH)*(X-XLO(IH})
N_PAr_=LIST(6)
XI=LIST( _ )
ETA=LIKT(8)
PROCES£ THE OBSERVED PICTURE CARDS BY MOON3
CALL MOON3 (IYR,AMON,DAY,TSEC,KEY,SPOT,XI,ETA,AIP,ALTOBS,NFRAME,
IALT¢OL,AZOUT,PHACE,NSCAN,EDGE,DATUM)
GO TO I0
NOW ,TO CHECK IF IT IS A DRIFT CARD OR NOT
3h vcY=2
CALL R_READ
CALL MOONB (IYR,AMON,DAY,TSEC,KEY.SPOT,XI.ETA.AIR,ALTOBS,NFRANE,
1ALT£OL,AZOUT,PHASE,NSCAN,EDGE.DATUM)
NH=IH
NH=NUMRER OF HEAD CARDS OF ONE SCAN
NOW R_AD DATA CARDS OF WHOLE SCAN
IH:!
Kcy=m
4h RPAm INPI!T TAP_5,6_LIST
6 FORVAT (21C)
IF (LIqT-NqCAN) 120_37h_120
370 ITEM=2
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IF (LI_T(ITEM)-1)_,380,3
380 IF(LIST(ITFM+2)-2)_,4nO,3
NDPm=NUUB_R mF DATA PFR SCAN
400 NDP_=NDPS+I
402 IF(LI£T(ITEM+3)-TO0)403,3,3
Y _ADING AROVE ?nO IS A MIXED POINT CARD
40_ X=XLI_T(IT_+I)
CALL IVNFI×(X}
IF((X-XLO(IH})*(XHI(IHI-X}) 3,404,404
40_ TSEC=TI_FI(IH)+RATF(IH)*(×-XLO(IH))
Y=XLI£T(IT=M+3)
CALL I!_!FIY(Y}
v=Y-(YZERO(IH}+SLOPE(IH}*(X-XLO(IH))}+IO00.
_aTIIM=y
CALL MOON3 (IYR,AMON,DAY,TSEC,KEY,SPOT,XI,ETA,AIR,ALTOBS,NFRAME,
1ALT_OL,_ZOtIT,PHASE,NSCAN,EDGE,DATUM)
CALL COEFI2 (NTAP,IP1,NPB,NPZ,DAY,TSEC,KEY,EDGE,DATUMoKD,CSW,I,SCAN
I)
WRITE TAP = NTAP,TqEC,XI,ETA,AIR,ALTOBS,ALTROL,AZOUT,PHARE,NSCAN,
IFOG_D_TU_,K_
IF(ITE_'-IS)4nS,40,_O
405 ITEM=ITE_+4
I=(LIST(ITEM)-I)4n,406,1_O
406 IF(LIST(ITEM+2)-2)_O,400,40
120 CALL R_READ
R=Am INPUT TAPE 5,8,TEST
8 _ORVAT (2A_)
m I_(TEqT/HCARD)60tS_,60
C qOm CAR_ KF_PS TH_ COUNT OF HEADING CARDS
50 I_=T_+!
IF(IH-NH)40,_O,!
60 K_Y=I
FIN=3HFIN
CSCAN=_H0 0
C TO CALCULATE NUMBER OF PHYSICAL RECORDS NEEDED PER SCAN. EACH
C RECORD CONTAINS 1995 WORDS AND EACH MEASURED DATA GENERATE 15
C WORDS OUTPUT. HENCE EACH RECORD WILL ACCOMONDATE INFORMATIONS
C FROV I_ DATa POINT_. NO RECORD WILL HAVE INFORMATION FROM
C NRP(=NUMB_R OF RECORD NEEDED PER SCAN
I_ (X_OOF (NqPS,I$_)) 71,70,TI
7_ NRP_(NqC)=NDP_/]_!
_0 TO T2
71 NRP_(NSC)=(NDP£1133)+I
72 NDT=NDT+N_PS
I=(TEST(2}/FIN) 69,80,69
69 IF(TEST(2)/CqCAN)3,73,3
C DPEoAR_ _OP NrXT %CAN
T3 FRA_F N£CAN,IH,NDP_
NcC=N_C+]
_ Tm !0
C %TA_T TO Dqqcmqq _IN CARD
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C
C
C
C
r
8c) c.r)NTINI!F-
CALL COEFI2 (NTAP,IPI,NPB,NPZ,DAY,TSEC,KEY,EDGE,DATUM,KD'CSW'NSCAN
I)
DO 81 I=I,N_C
$1 NRT:NRT+NRPCl I )
NRT=TOTAL PHYSICAL RFCORD NEEDED FOR THIS RUN
TO DRFPARF FOR OIJTPUT
NR L =_!_I -Nm T
IF INPL }Sn1,_,n2,sn2
TO _TAmT WITH A N_w TAPE
EACH 2200 FEET TAPE WILL HAVE.1680 PHYSICAL RECORDS
CAL.t_ cmPY LAT_
501 R_-WTND NTPl
NRL=NRL+168N
Gr_ T_ _03
502 REWIND NTPI_NTP2
FOLLOWING IS THE DATE OF THE LAST DATA OF THIS RUN
507, NDAY=DAY+TSEC/86400,
NHO!JR =MODF ( TmEC/3600,, 24, )
NMTN=MDDFCT_PCI&G. ,6F_•)
q_r =MOmF ( TS _r ,60, )
WRITE OUTPUTTAP_ 6,82,[YR,AMON,Nr)AY,NHOURgNMIN,SEC,NSC,NDT ,NRT,
1NRL
82 FORMAT(39HOLtlNAR TEMPERATURE MEASURFMENTS ENDING ,I4,1X,A3,[3,!3,
15H HOUR,I3,4H HIN,F6,2,SH SEC,/TH COVER ,I2,6H SCANS,IS,27H DATA P
20INTS• FOR THIS RUN,I3,29H PHYSICAL RECORDS ARE NEEDED°/30H AFTER
t THIS RUN THERE WILL BE ,I4,34H PHYSICAL RECORDS LEFT ON THE TAPE)
WRITE TAPE NTAP,LICT
Emlr) FILE NTAP
REWIND NTA °
CALL TFMPR2 (NTAP,IPI_NPB,NPZ,DAY,KEY,TEMPgNTPIgBUFR,LBUFR,
IIYR,AMON,IDAY)
CALL mXlT
END
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LIST8
. La_L
SYMBOL
cTFMP_ 2
C
C
TARLE
DIMENSION
DIMPNgION
CIMCNSTON
9IP4ENSION
9IU=NSION CST(3,343),F(340},S(340)
DIM_NS!ON BUCR(I5,]33),LBUFR(15,133)
IF CKEY) gPgg,51nO,5200
C NTEM=NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES
C T,_=TNITIAL TrMPFR&T!I_E-1
C NTAP:LOGICAL TAPE NUMBER FOR TEMPORARY SCRATCH USE
ER_E mUCK,ZrRO
ZE_=_NZFR
qtlr=_N_UC
C R_AD BUCKING SIGNAL CONSTANT IN COUNTSIMI_LIMETER
P_A_ INPUT TaPE 5,1024,BSCON
IC24 FORMAT(10X,P12.6}
NPB=?
C _A_ IN TABLE O_ RU_KING SIGNALS
101g R_A_ INPUT TAPE 5,_O2QtTYPE,(NSB(1),_UCK(I},I=N,NPB)
IO20 F©PMAT(A_.?×,7(I3,!X,FS°I,IX))
x!=K_+7
NP_=NP_+7
q IF(_UC/TYDE)I021,1019,1021
1021 Im(N£B(NDB)) 1011,1012,1011
1012 IF(NP_-i) i01_,I011,I013
Inl_ NP_=NP_-I
GO TO 1021
I_!I N=!
NPZ=7
C R_D IN TA_L c O= ZFRO SUPPRESSION VALUES
1022 R_Am INPUT TAPE 5,]_2O,TYPE,(NSZ(1),ZERO(1),I=N,NPZ}
N=N+7
NPZ=NPZ+7
R IF_ZER/TYPE)1023,1022,1023
1023 IF(NSZ(NPZ)) 1014,1015,1014
1015 IF(NPZ-I) lQ16,101&,1016
1016 NPZ=NPZ-I
_v TO lu_3
1014 ERASE _LAgT
C REA_ RADIANCES _ROM PRE-COMPUTED TABLES
REa_ INPUT TAPES,I,(S(1),I=I,NTEM)
1 =_R_AT(6FI_°_)
CALL FAKIR(£,CqT,TO.NTEM)
£LIBROUTINE TEMPR2 TO COMPUTE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION OF MOON SUR-
FACe, REVISER FROM TEMPR,JAN.I966 BY Y.C.HU
qLIBROE!TINF TPMPR2 (NTAP,IP1,NPB.NPZ,DAY,KEY,TEMP,NTPl,BUFR,LBUER,
IIYR,AMON,IhAY)
COM'_ON RtlCK,ZERO,B&CON,NSB,NSZ.Y11,U1,C,CT,TI,GN,NK,ALAMB_ELEMNT,
1CI,C2,C3,PLAN,WH20,CAUSE,COEF,AVGIDC,IMAX.PRINEX,FIT,LAMEND
qUCK(20),Z=RO(20),NSB_2Q),NSZ{20}
v1_(2on),_;1(2OO},C(200)
CT(20),TI(2n,20),GN(20,20),NK(20)
&L_M_(2nO),ELEMNT(200),CI(200)_C2(200).C3(200I
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NT=V=NTE_
NTMII=NTF_-I
C READIN THEARRAYOFGAINCOEFFICIENTS
CALLGAIN(IPl)
goO0 R=TUPN
C
5200 REWIND NTAP
IPI=IP]+I
!=!
_CF=_H_F
ERAqF _V p
FRAME KOUNT,L,N,BUFR
M=1_4
111 READ TAPE NTAP,TSEC,XI,ETA,AIR,ALTOBS, A:TSOL,AZOUT,PHASE,NSCAN,
1EDGE,DATUM,K_
NDAY=DAY+TSEC/86400,
NHOIIR=UODF(T£EC/3600,,24,}
N_'IN=MODF(TFPC/60,_60,)
SFC=MO_F(TSFC*60,I
q 112 IF (OFF/EDGF)II_,537,II3
I!I _{T=mAY+TSFC/8640q°
yP=rIKDl*(T£FC-Ul(KDll+Y11(KD)
C YR:VALTIP OF Y APTFR THE LINFAR ADDITION IS MADE
YE=(DATUM-YP)
( GENERATE THF FUNCTION F FOR EVERY TEMPERATURE AT THE GIVEN TIME
IF(AIR-SLA£T)200t4999t200
200 DO 201 K=I,NTE_
201 F(K)=R*SIKI*EXPF(-CSTI3,K)*AI R**(CST(I*KI_LOGIOFIAIRI+CSTI2*K)))*
IAMIrRO
C _ICRO SCALES RADIANCES,S, TO WATTS PER CM*_2 RATHER THAN MICROWATS
CLAPT = AIR
409Q qI_NAL=YA_GT('IT*IOl)
C
_O RAO0 K=l ,h'TE M
£qq3 F(K)=_(K)+£AVE-¢IGNAL
A_VF=CtGNAL
£CN£_ LIGHT
C DETFRMIN_ SIGN CHANGE OF F
DO 2000 K=I,NTMII
IF (F(K)*F(K+l))30,32.2000
30 IF (SENSE LIGHT 2)35,34
35 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7001.UT
7001 FORMAT (26HQADDITIONAL ZERO FOR TIME=FIO°6)
£FN_E LIGHT 2
GO TO 2000
C nPTFRNINF TH _ TEMPERATURE BY INVERTING F
34 TL=F(K )
TR=P(K+I )
TKI=K
£ENSF LIGHT l
SENSE LIGHT 2
2000 CONTINUE
C
IF (SENSE LIGHT 1145,637
G_ TO 2005
C
45 XL=TKI+TO
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C
C
c"
C
C
C
XR=YL÷I,O
INVERT F BY _ISING GENERAL FORMULA
TFMP=((XR*TL)-(XL*TR})/(TL-TR)
GO TO 2005
FOR REGULA FALSI
TEMD=TFMPERATURE FOR
_2 IF(F(K)}B24,824t82R
623 TEMP=K+I
TPMD=TPMP+TO
Gq T_ ?00£
TIME UT
82& T_'MD=FLOATF (k") +TO
2005 I F (T_,FC}'_OS,JGO8,_(h]
-_01 K_[INT=KOUNT+]
L=L4-:
"4=M-1
IF (KOUNT-I) 302,302,!03
302 N=N_CAN
,VRITE PAGF H=t'DING
_RITE OUTPtJT TAPESt888,NSCANAMON_IDAYtlYR_IyR,ANON
888 FORMAT(IHI,lOX_47HFPHE_ERIS AND TEMPER_TUR_ DATA OF LUNAR SURFACE,
124Xt414qCAN.I_.SX,AB.13oI5//
25×_11H_CAN q_TA 914,!XA]97H 923X,55HAIR ELEVATION OF EAR
3TN _ZHe P_AS c TEMPERATURE /
AGX,IO!HNO, NO, D H M SEE Xl ETA MASS EART
5H SUN FRO _ SUN ANGLE DEGREE K /)
30_ IF(N-NCCAN)_O4t_OBt304
?04 ERACE KOUNTgL
CALL WRITE LATER
GO TO 301
305 IF(L-55)3079_OTtGO6
TITL _ FOR _ACH PAG# OF PRINTED OUTPUT
306 'VRITE OUTPUT TAPESIS88tNSCANtAMONtDAYtIYRoIYRt&MON
ERAqF L
307 _RITE OL)TPUT TAPEG,9999NSCAN_KOUNT_NDAY_NHOUR_NMIN_SEC_XI,ETA,AIR_
IALTORC_ALTSOL_AZOUT_PHASE,EDGE_TEMP
999 FORMAT (4Y215,1X3I_,F6,2,IX2Fg,4,F9,3,2X,2FG,I,2Fg,I,GX,AG,F9,2)
CTORE OUTPUT IN BUFFER
EACH DATA GENERATES 15
HAVE 19_b WORDS OUTPUT
LqUFR(15,M)=NSCAN
LBUFR(IG_H)=KOUNT
LUFR(13_MI=_AY
LqU_R(12,M):NHOUR
LEUFR(ll,M)=N_IN
_UFP(!O_M)=q_C
_UFe(9_M)=XI
BL;FR(T,M)=AIR
BUFQ(6,M)=ALTOBS
BUFR(5_M)=ALTSOL
_JFe(_N)=AZOUT
BUFR(3_M}=PHASE
BUFR(2_M)=_DGE
BUFR(I,M)=TEMP
IF (M-1)308_O8,11]
308 CONTINUE
AND THEN TRANSFER TO TAPE
WORDS OUTPUT, EACH PHYSICAL
OF 133 DATA POINTS,
RECORD WILL
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CALLWRITr LATFR
M=lR4
GOTO111
EN_
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* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOLTABL_
C_OON_REVI_D TORE _URROUTINEOFLUNAR,
C(-
JAN.1966 BY Y.C,HU
PROGRAMFORLUNARCOORDINATESWITHDIFFERENTIALREFRACTION,
_UBROUTINEMOONB(IYRoAMON,DAY,TSEC,KEYtSPOT.XIgETAoAIRoALTOBSo
!N_RA_EtALT_OL,aZOUTtPHASE,NSCAN,FDGFoDATUM)
DIMENSIONALPHA(5OOI,DELTA(5OO),TSUBB(5OO),S(50),PIEI50),TSUBA(50I
X,DECODE(TI,RECORD(20),TSUBC(25)tEL(25),BE(25),COLONG(25ItSLAT(25},
XC(2_},TIME(QO),XIOBS(90},ETAOBS(9OI,DELTAT(1),TOPDECIgOIJNAT(90}
_!_FNSIONT{QO),H(gn),D(90},FRAME(90}
EOLIIVAL_NCF(Y_aRA,IYEARA)
TSUBAIS aR_I}PFNT_ORS. PIE
T_U_ IS AR_IJMENT_ORALPHAtDELTA
TSIIBCIS ARGUq_NTFORPHYSICALEPHEMERIS
ORnERINPUTPARAMETERSA FOLLOWS,,.,,
FIRST TABLE_ MOONFOR 0 AND 12 HOURS E,T,
FORMAT -- YEAR,MONtDATEtSEMIDIAMETFR,PARALLAX,
SECOND TABLES HOURLY EPHEMERIS,
FORMAT -- YEARtMON.DAYtHOURtALPHAtDELTA
THIRD TABL_¢ PNYSICAL EPHEREMIS
FORMAT -- Y_AR,MON,DAYtEARTH-S LONG,+LAT..SUN-S COLONG.+LAT,tP,A,
TH_N _CAN _ATA,,,,,
¥EARg_ON.DaY,HOLIRtMINtSEC(U,T,),XI,ETAtSCAN NO,o FRAME NO.
DATA DECODE(36HPLACE REFRACTABLEATABLEBTABLEC ).DELTAT{35,)
C PLACE = STATION COORDINATES,
C REFRACTION = _VAVELENGTHS FOR DISPERSION.
C TABLEA = STMIDIAMETER AND HORIZONTAL PARALLAX DATA.
C TABLEB = GEOCENTRIC LUNAR COORDINATES.
C TABLEC = PHYSICAL EPHEMERIS,
C P_INT = mHOTOGRAPHIC LOCATION CAR_,
C BLANK CaRD _IGNALS END OF SCAN,
C DFLTAT IS _,T.-U,T,(SECONDS),
DImeNSION _CaLE(6n}
_ATA SCALE(_6OH-IOS_C -9 SEC -8 SEC
X -7 SEC -6 SEC -5 SEC -_ SEC
X -3 SEC -2 SEC -i SEC -0 SEC+O
XSEC _I SEC +2 SEC +3 SEC +4
X_EC +5 SEC +6 SEC +? SEC
X +B SEC +9 SEC +IOSEC)
C PLU_ AND _IN!J_ I0 SECONDS FOR GRAPH,
IF(KEY-I) 1601,_00,1602
1602 I_(_FY-2} _h_,Knn,_62
1601 _rTo=A,S5_-_
_ECT_:-SECTP
CaLL S_T(39,X}
ERAKE X_ON,NTBL,NOB_ ,DNMI
PIHLF=I,5707963
TWOOI:A,*PIHLF
DEGRAD:57,2957795
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0
C
I0
70
I000
2
C
C
C
C
6O0
601
C
C
PARqEC:DEGRAr)*3600.
RaLDH:D_GRAr_*240.
--- RALPH CONVERTS SECONDS OF TIME TO
WR [ TEOIITPIIT TAPE6,9
FORMATI27HOL!_NAR EPHEMERIS INPUT DATA)
RADIANS)
R=An INPUTTAPFS,5,CODF
FOR_ATI12A61
DO 1 I:1,6
IF(CODF-DFCODF(I))I,2,1
CALL RFREAD
GO T0(600,700,100,200,300,9000), I
CONTINUE
WRITEOUTPUTTADE6,4,CODE
FORMAT(15HOILLEGAL CODE (A6,1H))
CALL _R=a_
RFA_INPUTTAP_5,5,(R_CORD(I),I:I,12)
WRITFOIJTP_ITTAP=6,6,(RECORD(1),I:I,121
FORMAT(16HOnATA CARD ERROR/1HO,12A6)
CALL =×IT
_TOP IF BAD DATA.
R_Am PLACE DATA.
READ INPUT TAPE 5,601,PLACE1,PLACE2,(RECORD(I),I:I,7)
FORMAT(6X,2A6,7G)
(PLACF) IS _OLLOWED BY STATION NAME (12 SPACES), LONGITUDE WEST
IN TIME UNITS, LATITUDE, HEIGHT IN METERS.
OO 602 I:I,7
AO2 CALL IIN_IX(R_CORD(I)}
HCI_HT:R_COR_(7)
FRFOUENCYSO8(1,0,O),&09(1,0,O)
6_8 IF(ARSF(RECORD(4))-90.)609,3,3
609 IF(ARSF(RFCORD(1))-24.1610,3,3
610 K=4
DO 611 I=I,4
N=K/2
FREQUENCY 607(0,0,1)
607 IF(RECORD(N)*(60.-RECORD(N)))3,612,612
612 K=K+3
C N:P,_,5,A
All CONTIN_
WLONG=(RECORD(1)*3600.+(RECORD(2)*60.+RECORD(31)I/RALPH
PHI=(RFCORD(4)*3600.+(SIGNF(RECORD(5),RECORD(4))*60.+SIGNF(RECORD(
X61,RECORD(4))I)/PARSEC
C PHI IS ASTRONOMICAL LATITUDE.
SINPHI=SINF(_HI)
COSPHI=C©SF(P_I)
IH=RECORD(1)
I_=RECORD(2)
ID=RECORD(_)
IDM:RECORD(5)
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE6,6OB,PLACEI,PLACE2,1H,IM,RECORD(3},IDtIDM,RECORD(6
X),R_CORD(7)
603 FOR_AT(]HO,2A6/IOHO H M SI213,F6.2,12H W.LONGITUDEIIHO,213,FS.1
X,OH LATITUDE/19HOFLEVATION (METERS)F6.0)
HELP=SORTF(1.-.OO672267*SINPHI**2)/(1.+1.567794E-7*RECORD(?))
RHOCOS:COSPHI/HELP
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PHO_IN:SINPHI*.99327732/HELP
C ELEVATIONCORRECTIONIS APPROXIMATEBUTCLOSEENOUGH.
C ERqORIS RELOWI ARCSECFORH BELOWI0 KM.
50 TO lO
C
C
C
701
C
C
RCAB R_FRACTION WAVELENGTHS.
RFABINPUTTAP_5,7OItPGLtSIGL
FO#VAT(2G)
-REFRACTION- IS FOLLOWED BY PHOTOGRAPHIC AND DETECTOR
EFFECTIVE WAVELENGTHS (ANGSTROMS OR _ICRONS).
CALL UNFIX(PGL)
CALL UNFIX(SIGL)
I F (_5L-lOqO.)702,702,703
?03 PGt_=PGL 1100_0,
C CONVERT TO MICRON£ IF IN ANGSTROMS.
?_2 IF(_IGL-In_n.)Tn4,?04,705
_n5 ClGL=SIGL/]_O0.
_04 _IGL=!,IPGL**2
_IGLL=]./_ISL**2
C tv£_ _DLFN FqRMULA,
DNM]=2.9498]E-2*(1,/(lk6.-PIGL)-l,/(146,-SIGLL))+2,554E-4*(1,/(41.
X-PIGL)-I,/(_].-SIGLL}}
DN_I=DN_I_EXPF(-HEIGHT/8000,)
C _SS_!_E 8 KV qCALE HEIGHT.
PIGL=D_MI*PARSEC
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE6,710,PGL,SIGLtPIGL
71_ FOR_AT(IHO/24HOPHOTOGRAPHIC WAVELENGTH F6.B,21H DETECTOR WAVELENG
ITH FT._g26H DIFFERENTIAL REFRACTION FS.I,TH ARCSEC}
G_ T_ lO
C
C
!_9
TARLF A DAT_ -- DISTANCE DATA.
NSURA:NSURA+I
FREQUENCY 151(1,0,0)
151 IF(NSUBA-50)]50,150t10
153 READ INPUTTAPE59999(RECORD(I),I=1,?)
09 FOR_AT(1G,AB,19G)
Y=APA=PECORD
FREQUENCY 152(0,It0)
!52 IF(XMON-RECORD(2))50,IOltSO
50 ERASE N£URA,NSUBB,N_UBC
G_ T_ _0
FR_OU_NCY lnl(0,5,1}
101 IF(NTBL-1)102_I03,102
102 WRITEC!ITPUTTAPE6,104*YEARA,XMON
104 FORMAT(17HBRADIAL EPHEMERIS/IHO,14,1X,A4,SXI2HSEMIDIAMETER5XAHPARA
XLLAX/I×)
NTqL=I
103 DO 106 I=3,7_2
106 CALL UNFIX(RFCORD(I})
_ _ ,! _WRITEOUTP{jTTAPE6,1OS,_E_,,D(1) 3_,}
]05 FORUAT(FIO.I,IB,FT._,I9,F8.3)
CALL UN_IX(R_CORD(A})
CALL U_!_IX(_CORD(6})
S(N_UBA)=(60.*RECORD(_)+RECORD(5))/PARSEC
PIE(NSUBA)=(60°*RECORD(6)+RECORD(?))/PARSEC
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C
C
C
?00
?_1
TSUnA(NSUBA)=RECORD(3)
***** TABLE A ROW DONE, *****
GO TO 10
TAmLE B -- LUNAR POSITION EPHEMERIS,
NSUaR=N£1JRn+]
FREOUFNCY 251(1tO,a)
READ INPI1TTAmES,gQt(RECORD(I)tI=ltlO)
FREQUENEY252(O,1,O),201(1,10t11
252 IF(X_ON-RFCORD(2))50,201t50
201 IF(NTBL-2)2_2,203,202
202 WRITEOtITPLITTAPE6t204,YEARB,XMON
204 FORMATI//1BH2ANGULAR EPHEMERISI1HOI4,1XA4,2X4HHOUR,4XSHALPHA14X5HD
XELTA/I×)
205 FORMATII9 ,16,15tI4,FB,3,17,14,F7,2)
NTqL=2
203 WRITFCt!TPlITTAPE6t205,(REEORD(I)tI=3'] O)
DO 2n6 1=3,10
_06 CALL UNFIX(RFCORD(1))
FRF_IIFNCY 25_(OtOt])
253 IF(RFCORD(5)*(24,-RFCORD(5)))3,220,220
_2Q _=1_
DO 210 I=1,_
N=K/2
C TEST FOR RPOPER MINUTES AND SECONDS VALUES.
FREQUENCY 254(0,0,1),211(i,0,0}
ORb(N))3,211,211
ORD(N)-60,)212t3,3
254
211
C
210
IF(REC
IF(PFC
_=F._
N=6,7,
CONTIN
ALPHA(
DELTA(
XSIGNF(
r"
C
C
qO0
0,10
tIE
NSLIBB):((t600.*RECORDIS)+(RECORDI6))*60.+RECORDI?I)I/RALPH
NSUBRI=I(36_O.*RECORD(8)+SIGNF(RECORDIg).REEORD(8))*60.)+
RECORD(IO),RECORDI8I))/PARSEC
TSUqB(NSUBB)=RECORD(3)+RECORD(4)/24,
*_*** TABLF B ROW DONE, ****_
GO TO I0
READ PHYSICAL EPHEMERIS,
N_IlaC=_I£UBC+]
FR_OUFNCY 351(1.0,0)
t51 IF(,Iqt!RC-25)!50,350,10
!5_ RFA_INPUTTAP¢5.ggt(RECORDIIItI:lt8)
YEARC:PECORD
FREQUENCY 352(O,i,0),301(I,5,0)
_52 IF(XMON-RECORD(2))50,301,50
301 IFINTBL-3)302,303.302
302 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE6,304tYEARCtXMON
304 FORMAT(//BOHBGEOCENTRIC PHYSICAL EPHEMERISIIHOI4tlXA6tS_HEARTH-S S
XELENOGRAPHIC SUN-_ SELENOGRAPHIC P,A, OF/I_X19HLONGITUDE LATI
XTUDC6X7HCOLONG.4X4HLAT,TX4HAXIS/IX}
_05 FORMAT(19,FII,2tFIO,2,FI5,2tF8,2tF12,2)
NTmL:3
DO _]h I=4,8
_lO r&LL UNFIX(P_C_q(I))
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303
C
_53
_11
"_4
a12
"_13
C
9000
C
C
C
4OO
C
420
401
_02
430
431
403
435
436
497
902
II00
llnl
C
C
404
C
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE6,305,(RECORD(I),I=3,8)
CONVERT ANGLES TO RADIANS AFTER RANGE CHECK.
DO 311 I=4,8
IF(ABSF(RECORD(1))-360.)311o313
FREOUENCY_53(I,Ot_}
RECORD(1)=RECORD(I)/DEGRAD
FRFQUENCY 3_(O.Otl)o312(OtOol)
I_(_ECOPD(6))_,_12o_I2
IF(RECORD(8))3,313o_I3
EL(NSUBC)=R_CORD(4)
R_(NSU_C)=R_rORD(_)
COLONG(NSUBC}=RECORD(6}
SLAT(NSUBC)=RECORD(?)
C(NSUBC}=RECORD(B)
TSUBC(NSUBC)=FLOATF(RECORD(3}}
GO TO 10
*****PHYSICA EPHEMERIS NOW HAVE BEEN FINISHE
READ INPUT TAPE5,90019BLANK
FOR_T (A6)
READIND
AOn SFRIES PROCESS OBSERVED LUNAR POINT CARDS
IF(NOBS}3.420.902
__PLACE
IF(YEARA-YEARB)430_A01,430
IF(YEARB-YEARC)43ht402t430
IF(IYR-IYEARA)430o403t430
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE6.431
FORMAT(38H3TABLES DO NOT
IF(A_ON-X_ON)435,¢g?,435
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE6_436
FOR_AT(27HADATA R_F_R TO
GO T_
YEAR=FLOAT_(YEARA)
IDAY=DAY
INCONSISTENCY TESTS HERE _w___e_w_
421
X7X.18HU.T. FRAME_IBX_
XOUR ANGLE DECLINATION AIR ELEVATION OF EARTH
XSE £CAN/21X.3HNO.6X2HXI5X3HETA30X4HMASSSX40HEARTH
X SUN ANGLE NO./]6H D H M S)
ERAqE _TRL
fCfNORq--OO)A04_ll_O_1100
WR ITEOIITPUTTAPE6• 1 I_1
FORMAT(44HOTO0 MANY DATA... PROGRAM CONTINUES READING }
RETURN
*****_*** ALL TIMES ARE DAYS AND DECIMALS.
*_***_*** ALL ANGLES ARE RADIANS.
NOBS=NOBS+I
_AKE SURE XI AND ETA WERE SCALED
CALL UNFIX(Xl)
CALL UNFIX(FTA)
IF(ABSF(XI}-I.)446_445_445
445 XI=XI/IO00.
446 IF{ARSF(ETA)-I.)448•_47_447
4&7 ETA=ETA/IOOh,
WRONG MONTH,)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,421.NSCAN,IYR.AMON,IDAY
FOR_AT(2OHILUNAR SCAN GEOMETRY,26X•4HSCAN.15.30XI4•1XA3,13/
75HH
AZIMUTH PHA
SUN FROM
REFER TO THE SAME YEAR,)
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448
C
C
C
I004
410
412
all
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
FRmME(NOBS):NFRAM_
×IORS(NOBS):×I
ETAOBS(NOBSI=ETA
UT=_AY+TSEC/86400.
TIMF(NOBS)=UT
ET=DAY+(TSEC+DELTAT)/86400,
ARGUMENT OF TABLES A AND B IS E,T., ARG OF TABLE C IS U,T,
TANGLF=6.283185:*MODF(UT,I.)
AG=TABLE(ALPHA,TSUBR,ET,NSUBB)
DG=TABLFIDELTA,TSURB,ET,NSUBB)
£IN_G=SINF(_G)
COSmG=COSFIDG)
HOT=TANGLE_l.00273791-WLONG-AG
JDAY=UT
HAGDAY=JDAY
HAG=SIDNEY(YFAR,XMON,HAGDAY)+HOT
--- SIDNEY GIVES SIDEREAL TIME OF 0 H U.T. IN RADIANS.
£INUAG=SINF(N^_)
CQ£HAG=COSF(HAG)
COS7G=mINDG*CINPHI+COSDG*COSPHI*COSHA_
FRFQUFNCY ]NN4(O,_I)
IF(_OS7G)41_,411,411
WRITEOLITPUTTAPE6,alP,PLACEI,PLACE2,(RECORD(I),I=I,6)
FORUAT(22HOMCON BELOW HORIZON AT 2A6,I6,1X.A3,3F4.0,F5.1)
GO TO
_INZG=£QRTF(I.-COSZG**2)
PIG=TAmLE(PI_,TSUBA,ET,NSUBA)
_PIG=SINF(PIG}
£IGMA=PIG*_INZG*(1.+.O168*COSZG)
SIGMA IS TOPOCFNTR[C PARALLAX.
_[NQ=_TNH_G*rOqPHT/qTNZG
CO_Q=(mINDHI-COmZG*_INDG)/(COSDG*SINZG)
O=APTNF(SINO,CO_Q)
_EA=TABLE(C,TqtISC,I#T,NSUBC)
o_r=Q-_EA
BEG=TABLF(BF.TSLJBC,UT,NSUBC)
DL=-SIGMA*SINF(QMC)/COSF(BEG)
TOPLNG=TABLE(EL,TSU_C,UT.NSUBC)+DL
TOPR=BFG+£1GMA*CO£F(QMC)
TOPLNG AND TOPB ARE TOPOCENTRIC LIBRATIONS,
CL=rO_mITOPLNG)
CB=COSF(TOPR)
qm=_IN_(ThPm)
TOPC=SFA+DL*_R-_IGMAwSINQ*SINDG/COSDG
TOPC I_ TOPOCENTRIC POSITION ANGLE OF LUNAR POLE,
NOTE THAT I DEGREE OF LUNAR LONGITUDE OR LATITUDE = 15
THF SKY. _.I LLINAR DEGREE = 1.5 SFC = o0016 IN LUNAR
COORDINATFS, THUS .001 ON MOON IS ABOUT I ARCSEC OR I
ARCSEC ON
STANDARD
MILE,
I_S_ N,A, AtlXILIARY VARIABLES,,,,, (FXP,SUPP,, P,60}
AX=rhKnGWmINNAG
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C
C
C
Q07
Q04
Q06
Q05
C
C
C
C
_X=rO_nG*CO_NaG-RN_ros*sPIG
CX=_INDG-RH_CIN*_PIG
DX=AX**2+BX**2
FX=qORTF(DX+CX_21
SX=KORTF(DX)
HTOP=ARTNF(A_tBX}
DECTOP=ATANF(CX/SX)
HTOP AND DECTOP ARE TOPOCENTRIC HOUR ANGLE" AND DECL. OF
TOPOCENTRIC LIRRATIONS AND POSITION ARE NOW KNOWN,
FReOU_NCY onT(l)4n)I)
IF(_POT)9_A,9OS,9QA
XI=KL*C_
ETA=SB
GO TO 005
SOLONG=PIHL_-TABLE(COLONG,TSUBC,UT,NSUBC)
SOLAT=TABLE(SLAT,T_UBCtUT,NSUBC)
X!=¢!N_(SOIhNG)_COSF(SOLAT)
ETA=SINF(SOLAT}
7ETA=SORTF(I.-XI*_2-ETA_*2}
CLO_=XI*SL+Z_TA*CL
CONVERT TO R_CTANGULAR AXES TO OBSERVER
×=XI*CL-ZrTA_SL
V:rTA*rp--c_*rLO_
Z=ETA*_B+C_*rLO_
NEXT, TRANSFFR ORIGIN TO OBSERVER AND
EAST AND NORTH, RESPECTIVELY.
COSC=COSF(TOPC)
SINC=SINF(TOPC)
R=_,67_*FX/SDIG
XP=-X*COSC+Y*SINC
YP=X*_INC+Y*COSC
ZP=P-Z
NOW ROTATE ?-AXIS DOWN TO EOUATOR.
_=rX/_X
c_=_X/cX
_IGX=XP
_IGY=ZP*SD+YP_CD
81GZ=ZP*CD-YP*SD
AND LUNAP POLE.
ROTATE TO PUT X AND
CONVERT TO EQUATORIAL ANGULAR COORDINATES.
DAP=ATANF(BIGX/BIGZ}
DELTAP=ATANF(BIGY/SQRTF(RIGX**2+BIGZ*_2))
COLLECT FgR _EANS.
HAT{NO_S)=HT_P-DAP
SIN_EL=SINF(DELTAP)
CO_EL=CCS_(_ELTAP)
COSZT= SINDEL*SINPHI+COSDEL*COSPHI*COSF(HAT(NOBS))
AIR=I./rOSZT
AIR=AIR*(I.-.OOI2*(AIR_AIR-I.)}
_AK_ R_FRACTION CORRECTIONS,
CORRECT ONLY FOR ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION.
R_PP:DN_I_AIR/COSD_L
AIR I_ NEARLY SEC Z.
HAT(NORS)=HAT(NOBK)-REFR*SINF(HAT(NOBS)}*COSPHI
TOP_EC(NO_S)=DELTAP+REFR*(SINPHI-COSZT*SINDEL)
CENTER.
Y AXES
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CC
C
STORE TIMF(NOBS,N£CAN) HAT(NOBS,NSCAN) AND TOPDEC(NOBS,NSCAN)
PREPARF" FOR QUTPUT
ID=mAY+TSCC/86490.
IH=MODF(TSEC/3600.,24,)
IM=_ODF(TSFC/60.,60.)
SEC=MO_F(T_FF,6_, _
HAH=HAT(NOBS)_RALPH/_6nO,
IHAH=HsN
IHA_=A_(MO_F(NAH,lo)*60.)
HA_=A_q_(MO_F(HAH*6_.,I.)_60.)
DEr=TOPD_C(NnnS)_GRAD
TD_=D_C
IDM=AB£F(MODF(DEC,1.)*60,)
DEC_EC=AB_F(MODF(DFC*60,,I°)*60,)
FINm ANGLFS TO SUN AND OBSERVER, AND PHASE ANGLE.
IGNORF SOLAR PARALLAX.
SOLONG=PIHLF-TARLE(COLONG,TSUBC,UT,NSUBC)
SOL&T=TAmLE(£LAT_T£t!BC,UT,NSUBC)
CO£OL=COSF(S_LAT)
COCLNg=COCF(COLqNG)
XIqI,N=_IN_(CnLONG_*?D£OL
_TACLIN=£INF(COI__T)
ZETA£N=COCLNG*COSOL
COSZ=XI*XI£UN+ETA*ETASUN+ZETA*ZETASN
COmm=C_Z
SINS=S_RTF(I°-COSC**2)
ALT_OL=DEGRAD*(PI_LF-ACOSF(COSZ))
ALTSOL IS SOLAR ALTITUDE IN DEGREES.
NOW FOR ORqFRVER-£ COORDINATES FROM POINT ON MOON.
FIRqT _FT VECTOR (POINT-OBSERVER) IN (X,Y,Z) SYSTEM.
V_=--V
ZO_c=ZP
REMFMBFR THAT ZP=R-Z°
NOW CONVERT TO DIRECTION COSINES,
CLOD=ZOR_CB-YOBS_£B
X[O=×ORS*CL+CLOD*CL
ETAO=YOBS*CB+ZOBS*_B
ZFTAO=-XOBC*_L+CLOD*CL
NOrmALIZe,
CLO_=£QRT_(XIO*XIO+FTAO*ETAO+ZETAO*ZFTAO)
XiO=XfnlCLOm
FTAO=_TAO/CL_D
ZCTAO=Z_TAO/rLO_
COq?:XI*XIO+_TA*ET^_ZETA*ZFTAO
SINF=SQRTF(1,-COSE**2)
ALTOBS=DEGRAD*(PIHLP-ACOSF(COSZ))
ALTOBS IS ALTITUDE OF OBSERVER IN DEGREES,
COSES=XIO*XISUN+ETAO*ETASUN+ZETAO*ZETASN
PHAq_=_COSF(FOSES)*DEGRAD
AZOIIT=ACOqF((CO£ES-COSS*COSE)/(SINS*SINE))*DEGRAD
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499
NOW O!)TP_)T R_S_ILT ¢ FOR THI_ FRAME, ****_********
WRITEOI)TPI!TTAPE6,A9g)ID,IH)IM.SEC.NFRAME)XI,ETA,IHAH.IHAM,HAS,IDEG
X,IDMtDFCSCC)AIRtALTORStALTSOLtAZOUT.PHASEtNSCAN
FOR_AT(13.21_)F7,2.I6)F9,3.F8,Bt2(15.I3.F5,1))FB,Bt2_8,1.2Fll-1.I5
X)
R_TI)RN
C NOW THE FUN _EGINS $$$$$$$$$$$$$
C
=00 ppA_ T_)PUTTAm=5)qO)cTCP
C _TTO RF_PR_ TO TRACt _ODE ONLY,
WRITFO!ITPt,TTAP_6)SA2)PLACE1)PLACE2
_a2 FOR_AT(IHOT_X32HNOTF -- -EARTH- MEANS
_RA_r TRACrR
543 COD_=WORDSF(X)
FREOUENCV 1005(29,1)20)
1005 IF(CODE-SHTRAC_)54a)5#5)54#
_#5 TRACER:STEP
CALL UNfIX(ST=P}
GO TO _43
5a# I_(COD_)54O,_Al)540
_AI COm==IM
5_0 ERA_ TMEaN)HATMEN)DTMEAN
DO 501 I=],NOBS
TM_AN:TMEAN+TI_E(1)
HAT_EN:HATM_N+HAT(I}
501 DTMFAN:DTMF_N+TOPD_C(I)
O_SNO=NOBS
TMEAN=TMEAN/_RSNO
_ATM_N=HATM_N/OmSNO
DTM_AN=DTMEAN/OBSN_
C NOW W _ HAVr MEAN TIME) HOUR ANGLE)
IH=MOD)(T_FAN)I.)*24.
_EC=MO_F(T_AN_I440,)I,)_60,
D_LTA:DTM_AN*D_GRA_
IDFG=D_LTA
IDM=ABSF(MODF(D_LTA)!,)*60.)
HA=HATMEN*RALPH/3600°
IHAH:HA
IHA_=ABSF{_ODF(HA)I,}*60,)
HA_=A_SF(_OD_(HA*60,)I,)*60,}
))T:T_FAN
OBSERVER (2A6,1H))
AND D_CLINATION,
ET=))T+_ELTATI86#OO,
TANGL_:6,28_IB53*MODF(UT,I-)
AG=TA_LF(AL_HA)TSU_)ET)NSUBB)
DG=TABLE(DELTA)TSUBB)ET,NSUBB}
SINDG:_INF(DG)
COSDG:COSF(DG)
HOT=TANGLE*l,00273791-WLONG-AG
JDAV=UT
HAG_AY=JDAY
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C
] O06
C
_07
_08
C
510
511
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
530
HAG=SI_NEY(YFAR,XMON,HAGDAY)+HOT
SINHAG=SINF(_AG)
CO_HAG=CO_F(UAG)
COSZG=RINDG*<INPHI+COSDG*COSPHI*COSHAG
SINZG=SQRTF(].-CO<ZG**2)
PIG=TARLE(PIF,TSUBA,ETtNSUBA)
SIG_A=PIG*SINZG*(1,+,O168*COSZG}
SINO=SINHAG*COSPHI/SINZG
COSQ=(qINPHI-COSZG*SINDG)/(COSDG*SINZG)
Q=APTNF(SINQ,COqQ)
QMC=Q-TABLE(C,TSUBC,UT,NSUBC)
BEG=TABLE (RF, TSU_C ,UT ,NSURC )
DL=-_I GMA*¢ INF (QMC)/COSF (BEG)
TOPLNG=TARt F(EL,TqtI_C,UT,NSUBC)+DL
TOPq=BFG+SIGMA*COqF(QMC)
XI=SINF(TOPLNG)*COqF(TOPB)
ETA=SINF(TOPR)
XI AND ETA ARE TOPOCENTRIC DISC CENTER.
SOLONG:PlHLF-TABLE(COLONG,TSUBC,UT,NSUBC)
SOLAT=TABLE(qLAT,TSIIBC,UT,NSUBC}
XISUN=SINF(SOLONG)*COSF(SOLAT)
_TA_UN=SINF(_OLAT)
WF NOW HAVF COORDINATES OF SUBSOLAR POINT.
WRITEOUTPIITTAPE6,5OS,IH,IM,SEC,XISUN,ETASUN,XI,ETA,IHAH,IHAM'HAS'
XIDF_,I_M,_FCg_C
FORMAT (IHOIIH415X24HCOORDINAT
XES AT MID-SCAN,213,F5.1,5H U.T./1HO5X32HSUBSOLAR POINT CENTER 0
XF DISC6X23HHOUR ANGLE DECLINATION/8X2HXI6X3HETATX2HXI6X3HETA/46X7
XHH M S6X8HO - --/2X,2(FIO,3,F8o3),3X,2(15,13,F5,1))
NOW FIND H.A. AND DEC. PREDICTION LAWS.
ERASE DHDT,DmDT
FREQUENCY lnO6(0,1,10)
IF(MOBm-1)5n7,550,510
_0 I_ PPOC_SS _tnCK.
WRIT_OI[TP'ITTAPE6,_O_
FORK_AT(36HODATA ERROR
GO T_
NORMALIZE VARIABLES,
DO 511 I=I,NOBS
T(1)=TIME(1)-TMFAN
H(1)=HAT(1)-HATMEN
D(1)=TOPDEC(1)-DTMFAN
WITH MEANS REMOVED,
-- NO FILMS BFFORE SCAN.}
LINEAR FCNS, MUST
SEE WHFTHER FITTING MODE IS SPECIFIED ON -
CAPD #UST HAVF, RFGINNING ON OR AFTFR CO_,
SCAN -- FOR MOVING TELESCOPE.
DRIFT -- _OR TELESCOPE FIXED.
IF NEITHER I_ SPECIFIED, PROGRAM WILL M@KE
PASS THROUGH (0,0},
S/D - CARD BEFORE DATA,
,,,e
UP ITS OWN MIND,
IF(COD¢-5HDRIFT)530,515,530
DIMFN£10N REJ(9O)
530 IS LINFAR FIT, 515 IS FIXED FIT,
NOW DO LINEAR FIT,
ERASE TSQ,TH,TD
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TCQ:T_O+T{I)**2
TH:TH_T(1)*_(1)
_l T_=TD+T(1)*n(1)
DH_T=T_/T_Q
OD_T=T_/TSQ
DO _32 I:IoNmB_
C RFnUCF H AN_ D TO RESIDUALS.
H(1)=H(1)-DHDT*T(1)
_32 D(I)=D(1)-DODT*T(1)
C GO LOOK FOR BAD DATA,
_15 FRAqF SUN,VAR
T_L=23,SF-In
r TOL = (10 ARC_F?) SQUARED,
DO _16 I=],NOB_
H(I}=H(1)*COKF(TOPDFC(I))
C CONVERT RESIDUALS TO ARC SECONDS,
REJ(1)=H(1)**2+D(I)**2
IF(REJ(1)-TDL)517,_ITt516
5]? VAR=VAR+REJ(1)
C POI_T IS ACC_PTPD,
ERASE REJ(1)
5]6 SUM=SUU+REJ(1)
FREQUENCY 1_08(Ot2n,1)
I008 I_(KUM)3,SlB_51g
C R_JECTION HERE,
c_¢r Tn L
DO _2A I=I,NOBS
IF(TOL-REJ(1))521,520_520
521 TOL=REJ(I)
LOP=I
520 CONTINUE
C LOP I_ NOW INDEX OF WORST POINT,
H(LOP}=H(LOm)*DARS_C
D(LOP)=_(LOP)*PARq_?
C rONV_T O_C_N_FRC TO SECONDS,
_.!RITEOUTP!.ITT&P_6_522,FRA_E(LOP)_H(LOOI_D(_O p)_CODE
522 FOR_4T(13HQR_JECT CRAMFF5,0,6X22HERRORA IN HoA, AND DECI30X2F8,1,
_AX6_rScr6XA_}
bO ¢21 I=LOP,NO_S
TIMF(I)=TIME(I+I)
XIO_S(1)=XIORS(I+I)
ETAOBS(I}=_TAOBS(I+I}
TOPDEC(If=TOPDEC(I+I)
HAT(1)=HAT(I+I)
NOm_:NhRS-]
IF(mHDT**2+_DT**2)ISOI_ISO0_ISOI
HRATE=_HDT*RALPH/86&O0,
DRST_=_DDT_RSFC/86_O0,
WRITFOUTPUTTAPE6_ISO2_HRATEsDRATE
1502 FOR_AT(26HOMOTION PFR SECOND OF TIME lgXFT,3_2H
1500 STAR=SQRTF(VAR/OBSNO)*PARSEC
SIN_EL=SINF(DTMEAN)
COS_EL:COSF(DTMEAN|
SFI3,3_TH ARC_EC)
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_24
C
C
C
C
CO_7T= _ I NDFL*£ I NPH I +CO£DEL*COSPH I *COSF( HA TMEN )
REFR=DNMI / (CO_D_L*rnSZT )
RFF_,H=-RFFR*_ I NF (HATMEN) *CO£PH I *RAL Pt4
RFFI_I_=_ FFR* ( _ I NDHT -cOSZT*S INDEL ) *PAP _EC
',,rRITFO! tTP!'T TAP F6 tS 24, RFFRH, RF FRD, STAR ,C or)F
FORUAT(36WODIFF=RFNTIAL REFRACTION CORRFCTTONRSX2F13.1/
X 28HOR.M.£. RESIDUAL IN POSITION_5.2,1!H APCSFC FROM
XO/),51HORF£IntlAL5 IN H._. (H) AND DEC (h) ARE ON NEXT PAGE)
TEDGE=. 005* (T ( NOB£ ) -T )
X LO=T-T E-DGF
XHI =T ( NOB£ ) +TFDGE
A6/2(1H
NOW CHFCK FOR NEGLIGIBLE RATES.
IF(rODF-GH )66_,551,560
IF(NOB_-2)SB2,m52,B53
FORCE DRIFT-CIJRVF FIT FOR TWO OR FFWER POINTS.
COm_=SWORIFT
GO T_ m40
FREQUENCY 55_(1,0,2n)
_3 IF(_HDT*_2+_m_T**P-VAR/((OBSNO-l.)_TSO))5529552_555
C NOw PQOCFF_ TO Gr_I_RATF ePHeMERIS-
555 CODF=AHSCAN
560 WRITEOUTPLITTAPE6,561,NSCAN,CODEgNOB£
_61 FORMAT(19HOEPHE_ERIS FOR SCANI4,ISH THEN WILL USE AGtlSHMETHOD BAS
X=_ qNI_,gH DOINT_.)
CALL LIMITm(yLO,XHI,SECTM,SECT p)
DO _25 I=],N h_g
CALL °OINT¢(T(1),H(I},I?)
_2_ CALL POINT_(T(1),D(1),13)
CALL GR ID(T,T (NOB£)-T ,SECTM,SECTP )
CALL GPAPH(QCALE)
C
************************************************************************
C NOW RFAD DATA _ND GENERATE EPHEMERIS.
************************************************************************
C
_R_OLIcK_CV lmlm(],lq,_ )
]qlO T_(TD_rF_)Smn,SGO,8 _q
C _TM_LATF CAq_S VIA TRACE OPERATIONS.
8Oh _Ptl_ON=474SA.RglPARqEC
C M_AN M_TI©N OF MOON, R_DIANS PER DAY.
HRATF=_HDT-(TW_PI-_PLIMON_.O]6/(COSF(DTNEAN_)_2}
C LAqT TPR _ IS £1mER_AL MOTION IN R.A.
DRATE=ABSF(DnDT)-ABqF(SPUMON*SINF(ABSF(DTMEAN)-._10))
C ADOPT FLOWEST REA¢ONABLE RATE.
C HRATE AND DRATF ARP NOW MOTIONS OF TELESCOPE
Sp=_=_ORT=(HRATF**2+DRAT_**2)
!.IT=_IT-.OIII_DF=D
C L[INAP _IAM_T_R NFVCR EXCEEDS .O11 RAmIAN.
C THII¢,R^CK liP _T LFAqT ONE DIAMNETER TO _TART TRACE.
_05 _IT='_T+¢T_P
C _T_D Im INCPFM_NT FOR TRACE PROCEDUTF.
NHOII#=MOD_(IIT,]o )'24.
NMT_I=MODF(UT*PA. _l .)_GQ.
SrC=MODF(I!T*1440.,I.)*6_.
RELATIVE TO MOON.
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C
861
C
C
562
_70
HAG_AY=JDAY
qET _!P _OR qI_NFY.
WRITEO!!TPlITTAPE6,B&],NSCANtCODE,NORS,YEARA.XMON
FOR_AT(2OH]TRAC_ RA_FD ON SCANIA,BH, U%ING A6,15HMETHOD
X,9H POINTC./lHntla,3X.A6,4HU.T.22X3HAIRSX!6HELEVATION OF
XAZI_UTH PHA_E/?aX6OHXI ETA MASS EAPTH SUN
X_ _IIN ANGLE/16H D H S)
DONFTITLE _EAnIN_ FOR TRACE MOOD NOW
GO TO _70
TRACE ROUTIN_ SKIPq READ SECTION.
t!T=hAY+T_FC/86400.
ET=t!T+_ELTAT/86_OO,
TAN_L_:6.2831853_MODF(UT_l.)
AG:TABLE(ALPHAtTFI_BB.ET.NSUBB)
DG=TARLE(_LTA.TSUm_.ET,NSUBB)
CO_BG=COSP(_GI
HOT=TANGL_Wl.OO273791-WLONG-AG
JOAY=UT
HAG_AY=JD_Y
HAG=SI_NEY(YCAR_XMONtHAGDAY)+HOT
SINHAG=SINF(HAG)
COS_AG=COSF(HAG)
COSZG=SINDG*_INPHI+COSDG*COSPHI_COSHAG
51NZG=qQRTF(I.-CO_ZG*_2)
PIG=TA_LE(PI_TSUBA_ET_NSUBA)
_T_=KTN_(PIG)
_IG_A=PIG*_!NZG_(]._.O168_COSZG}
_INO:_INHAG*CO%PHI/RINZG
COq_=(_INPHI-COqZG*_INDG)/(COSDG*SINZG)
SEA=TA_LF(C_TRUBC_!)T_NSUBC)
Q_C=Q-SEA
gEG=TABLE(BE.TSUBC.UT.NSUBC}
DL:-SIGMA*SINF(QMC)/COSF(BEG}
TOPLNG=TA_LF(EL,TSU_C,UT_NSUBC)+DL
TOP_=BrG+SIGvA*COS_(OMC)
CL=COS_(TOPLNG)
_L=_IN_(TOPLNG)
_q=_INP(TOOm)
TO_C=S_A+_L*(B-_IG_^*SINQ*SINDG/COSDG
A×=r_G_INVAG
B×=CO_DG*CO_HAG-RHOCOS*SPIG
CX=_IN_G-RHOqIN_SPIG
_X=_X_2_X*_2
FX=SQRTF(DX+CX_2}
SX=¢QRTF(DX)
_TO_=APTN_(AX_BX)
OCCTOD=ATSN_(CX/SX)
TOPOC_NTRIC LIBRATIONS AND POSITION
T=UT-TM_AN
NO@ HAVE TOPOCENTRIC HA AND DEC OF
DA=HTOP-HA
DA IS RA OF POINT MINUS RA OF LUNAR
R=_.670*FX/SPIG
ARE NOW KNOWN,
_CAN POINT FOR GIVEN TIME.
CENTER.
RASED ONI3
EARTH
FRO
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
!01_
C
910
C
C
_66
101z,
_67
_68
IF)I=
CD_C:C_SF(DFP)
qlGX=SINF(DA)*CDFr
qlGV=¢TNF(_eC)
RI_?=CO_F(_A)*C_FC
NOW HAVe _TQrCTION rOgINr£ RFL. TO LI_NAR MERIDIAN AND CFL. FQUATOP.
_P=CYlFX
c_:<Y/¢Y
XP=nf_X
yP=RIGV*CD-_TGZ*SD
NOW HaVE Z-AXI_ _©TATED TO LUNAR C_NTER,
N_VP eFT 7D:P,
ZID=R/?P
X_=XP*7IP
YP:YP*71P
7P=_t PUT Cg_qY M_NT_LLY,
cn_r:c_CF(T_mC)
<INr=_TNF(TOOC)
_:VD*¢INC-XP*C_<C
y:Xp*SINC+YP*Ch_C
Z:R-ZP:O,
WF NOW HAVm A×ES IN MOON, DIRECTED TO LUNAR POLE,
NOW CORPECT DIgTANCE TO POINT,
R I _=X*X +Y*Y
_SO:R*R
RAT=RIM/R_
Tc(mAP_64_GS,_66
_DG_:_OCF
lC(TP^rcR)81h_665,810
Nm CmP_CTION IF NOT ON MOON,
IF(_OUNT)3,8_5,56_
TRY N_XT POINT ON TRACE IF OFF MOON, UNLESS DOME.
CORmFCTIOH I¢ DIFFFRENTIAL BECAUSE R=200.
WO_I_ID= I .-D=L TA
Y= V*'qO!!ND
_L_m:X*X+y*v+z*7-].,
_R_IJ_MCY In!a(Inn,n,l)
Tc(ARSF(SLOP)-2._-4)565,567_567
SLOm:mORTF(I.+SLOP)-I.
WRITFOIITPUTTAPE6,568,NDAY,NHOUR,NMIN,SEC,SLOP
FOR_AT(13,21a,E7,2,4X3OHPOINT MISSES LUNAR
KOUNT=KOUNT+I
FR_QLJ_NCY 1n15(1,10,1)
IF(T_CER)8_5,591,8_5
CL_m:Z*CR-y*c_
XI=Y*CL+CLOm*_I.
7_TA=CLOD*CL-X*_L
p_rDApP ¢OQ _I!TPlIT,
COq7T:_INF(D_C}*q_IOHI+COSF(DEC)*COSDHI*COS_(HA)
_IP=I./rOqZT
ATR=AIR*(I.-.hOI2*(AIR*AIR-I.))
SURFACE BY E9.2)
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_1016
C
_80
_FOU_NCY!O]_ll,2mom)
IFfrDG_/606060606060)575,S80o575
FRAcF ALTORS,_LT_OL,AZOUT_PHA%_
_0 TO _o0
NO Ftt_TM_ _F_IILT¢ IF OF_ MOON.
_mLnNG=PIHLF-TAmLF(COLONG,TSUBC,UT,N_UBC)
_OLAT=TABLF(mLAT,TSIIBCoUT,N_UBC)
COSOL=COSF(SOLAT)
COSLNG=COCF(_OLONG}
XI_IIN=_INF(SOLONG)*COSOL
ETAKUN=SINF(_OLAT]
ZETASN=COSLNG*COSOL
COST=XI*XISUN+ETA*FTASUN+ZETA*ZETASN
CO_=COSZ
mlN¢:_ORTP(I,-CO_S**2}
ALT_OL=DEGRAh*(PIHLF-ACOSFICOSZ)}
ALT¢OL I_ _OLAR ALTITUDE IN DEGREES.
NOhow FOR OBSERVrR-_ cOORDINATES FROM POINT ON MOON.
vo_¢=-y
ZOR_:R-Z
NOW CONVERT TO DIRECTION COSINES.
CLOn=ZOBS*CB-YOBS*Sm
XIO=XOBS*CL+CLOD*SL
ETAO=YOBS*CB+ZOBS*SB
ZETAO=-XOBS*_L+CLOD_CL
NO_ALTZ _ ,
CLOm:SORTF(XIO*XIO+ETAO_ETAO+ZETAO_ZETAO)
_IO=XI_ICLOm
FTAO:_TAOICLO_
Z_T&O:_TAOIrLO_
CO_Z:XI*XIO+FTA*ETAO+ZETA*ZETAO
COS_:COSZ
S!N_=SORTF(].-COSF**2)
ALTOBS=DEGRAD*(PIHLF-ACOSF(COSZ})
ALTOBS IS ALTITUDE OF OBSERVER IN DEGREES.
COS_S=XIO*XISUN+ETAO*ETASUN+ZETAO*ZETASN
DHa_F:aCOCF(rOSES)*DEGRAD
AZO!!T=ACOCF((COSEm-COSS*COSE)/(SINS*_INE})*DEGRAD
590 rO_,TI_
595 I_(TRAC_R)_9?_mg]_92
592 WRITE OUTPUT TA_EG_599,JDAY,NHOUR_NMIN,SEC,XI,ETA,AIR_ALTOBS,
XALTCOL,AZOUT,PHASE_DGE
599 FORMAT(13,21_FT.2_Fg,3,F8.9_F9.3_2FB.1_F11.I,F13.1_2XA6}
GO TO 805
C
569 ERASE NOBS
591RET,I_N
C TO REA_ NEXT
C
DATUM,
ENm
-?0-
. LA_CL
. _Yu_C_L TA_L c
CCOP_I?
C SUBROUTINF Tr) (-(_MPt!TF. COEFFICIENTS OF YBAR
C COFFI2 IS _'IOE-RVISFD BY MAIN PROGRAM LUNAR
C COFFI2 GFNE-RATES THE" B_,SE LEVELS FOP TEMPR?
C
SUPROL;TINF CDEFI2 (NTAP,IPI,NPB,NPZ,DAY,TSFC,KEY,EDGEtDATUM,KD'
lr _IV,\I_CAN )
COMUON RIICK ,TFR,"),P_CCON,NSB,NSZgYIItlfl ,C,CT,TI ,GN,NK,ALAMB,ELEMNT,
I C ] ,C2, ("4,PLA_!,',!HPC), CXXtJSE,COEF, AVOI DC, IMAX ,PR I NEX, F IT, LAMEND
r)IM=N_ION QIIrK(Phl,ZFRO(2h),N_B(2C)) ,NSZ(20}
DIMENSION vl] (2hhl,l!](2'_C),C(2OOl
r_I ,,I_NSI OI,l CT(2")) ,T I (2,n,2C) ,GN(20,20 ) ,NK (2C_)
DIMENSION ALAUP_(2r)hl,FLEMNT(2001,CI(200)'C2(200}'C3(2OOl
DIMENSION T_cCI (120) ,Y!(120) ,TSEC2( IPOl ,Y2(120)
IFIKEY-2) 5h49601 ,6hl
A(_'_ C c_!,'--I,
C TTT=TIME ,_,FT!._FFN OFF READING AND EDGE OF THE MOON FOR WHICH THE
('7 VAt_ c OF Y DnFS NQT ENTER THF CALCULATIONS OF THE COLFCICIENTS.
TTT=q o
PRACP ACll,q,_clJ,I,J,_r_TI ,AT2,AYIgAY_qN_CT
C DFTPRM_NP IF THIS I_ A NEW FCAN AND SELECT THE VALUES
C 9F _UCKING SIGNAL AND ZERO SUPPRESSION
607 'IT='_AY4-T_EC/864C_q,
I p"(K!SCAN-NSCT ) InS?, 1040 _ 10B7
10'47 ERASF _S,7S
C TFST FOR F_UCKING _IGNAL
D r) 1030 IB:I,ND_
IF (NSC'AN-N£P (lq ) I IOBO, i031, I030
GO Tm 1C_3_
ln'_! Rm=_IICk" (IR)
C TrOT FC)R ZVO, n _ltDopP_sION
lnSS r_o "032 IZ=1,NPZ
IF (NSrAN-NSZ ( IZ ) ) ln32,1034,10_2
10'42 CONTINLIE
GO TO 1035
10'44 ZS=ZERn(IZ)
10'45 c_=n.2_
1C)'49 NqCT=N_CAN
l n4_ DAT_ IM= (DATt;M-Z£ )*C _-BS*BSCON IGT (UT, IPl )
C Cc TRAr,,SPORM_ Y-DFFLECTION IN COUNTS TO MILLIMETERS
r N'3_,I T_T OF_/ON _,r),mi_lCONDITION
IP(_r)G_/6(n6n606O6n_n) I ,2,1
l IP(A_,'lAC_l ,]hi ,4,nl
C _TAr_T WITH FIRST O p-p LIMB GRC_IIP. I IS THE COUNT
lOl I=I+l
r
TSar1( I )=TSPr
Yl (I l:OATtIM
G_ TO qO0
2 IF(PSW)501,3,5OI
I IF(_CI _C)l ,2r)1 ,9q('_
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GENERATE ttl AND Y] OF LEFT SKY LEVFL
201FTI:TS¢C
202 IF (TSFCI(1)-(ET1-TTT)} 204t204t203
203 I=I-1
GO TO 202
204 DO 205 IA=I,I
ATI=ATI+T£FCI(IA)*YI(IA)
205 8Y!=AYI+Y] (TS)
Km=KD+!
LI!(_DI=ATI/AVI
ZI=I
Y]] {K_)=Av]/71
uC=l
vP_KF _1C
GO TO 900
C NOW WITH SECOND OFF LAMB GROUPt J IS THE COUNT
aOl Ic(NC} 403t402t403
402 ET2=TSFC_TTT
NC=I
403 I_(TSEC-ET2IgOO,4m4,404
404 J=J÷l
TSFC2(J)=T_C
Y?(j)=_AT!IM
B_1,!=1
405 GAP=T£_CZ(J)-TSEC2(J-1)
I_(GAP-1800.I 900,_06,406
a06 J:J-1
GO TO 504
C NOW GFNERATF U2 AND Y2 OF RIGHT SKY LEVEL
501 _T_=TSFC
5_2 TF (T_vC2(J)-(ET3-TTT))504_504oS03
50 _ .J=d-I
Gn TO _n2
5n4 m_ _n_ Ja:l,J
5_5 AYP=AY2+Y2(JA)
U2=AT2/AY2
ZJ=J
v2=AY2/ZJ
C C=SLOPF BETWEEN LFFT AND RIGHT SKY-LEVEL DEFLECTIONS
C C lq IN COUNT PER SECOND
C(K_)=(Y2-Y11(KD)I/(U2-U1(KD))
NOW FOP THE _'EXT SLOPE
IF(GAP-180q.)506,507_Sq7
505 K_=_D_]
Yll(KD)=Y2
_PT!IPN
507 I=I
TSECI(I}=TSEC
YI(1):DATUM
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qqA
FR_cF
Re: T,IRN
AqW, mcW,M?', J __T 1 ,Ay] ,8T2 ,AY2 ,r_AP ,NC
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* LI_TB
* LAnrL
* _YMmOLTARL_
CC_AI _.!_
C _YF_PO.t!TINFT_ COMPWlTFGAINCOEFFICIFNTS
gt_O!t_'IN_ C-^IN(IPl)
CO_'ON B'ICK,ZERC_,B_CON,NSB,N_.Z,Y11,I'I,C,CT,TI,GN,NK,ALAMB,ELEMNT,
1CI ,C2,C3.PLAN,WH20,('AUSE,COEF, AVOIDC, IMAX ,PR I N_=X ,FIT,LAMEND
DIMFNSION BLICK(20),7FRO(20},NSB(20},NSZ(20)
DIMENSION YI] (200}.UI(200),C(200)
DIMENSION TI(20 .20),GN(20 .20),NK(20)tCT(20}
DIMENSION ALAMB(200).ELEMNT(200),C1(200},C?(200),C3(200)
C CT=ARRAY OF TIMES AT WHICH MANUAL TIME CHANGE WAS MADE
ERASE CT(1)
J=1 SG4
FINAL I =6HFINALI
CH _,_!G'T= 6HCH _ NG F SG6
_ _" T ,NhC,T DI SG7
4 I=I+]
5 R_'Am IKIPlIT TAPE 5.Sr),CARD.NDAY,NHOUR,NMIN,R_C,GA SGIO
50 FC)P_AT (A6.3 I'_,F6.2, F10.4) SG11
_OI,_=_I_OU_ SGI3
DAY=NDAY SGI2
A_41N=N_-' IN SG14
UT:D, AY+ (HOUR/24. )+ (AMI N/1440. )+(SEC/86400. ) SGI 5
IF (FINALI/CARD)6,10,6
6 I r--(rNA K!GE/CARt) )7,9 _ ? SGI?
C GN---ARRAY OF GAIN VALUES
? GN(T_J)=G A SG18
TI (T _J ) --UT 6G19
NK (J) =_.I_c(J) +_. SG_
_r_ Tr_ A me.2m
9 J=J+l SG21
ERASE I,NK(JI
I=I÷l SG23
C IPl=f_!U_B_'P 0 _ CHANGE CARDS
IP]=IPl+I $G24
NK(J)=NK(J)+I SG25
T I ( T ,J) =UT SG26
CT (J ):_ IT SG27
GN ( I ,J ):GA SG28
GO TO _- SG29
!0 Rc'r_I_H SG30
E'.!m SG31
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* LIST8
* LAm_L
CF_KIR
SUBROUT I NE
C
C
1
2
C
C
10
11
C
C
18
20
21
19
29
22
23
11
C
_6
FAKIR (RAD,CST,TO,NTEM)
SURROUTINES INCLUDF'D ARE RREW,ANDY,ICE,HIPLOT,FRENCH,EPR169,1SIMEQ
REVISE r` 3/1n/65 TO DO PARABOLIC FIT TO TRANSMISSION LAW
COMUON mJCK,ZER.q,R_CON,*4SB,NqZ,YII,(,1,C,CT,TI,GN,NK,_LAMB,ELEt NT,
1C 1 ,C2, C3,PLAN,V.'H20, CAtJSE,COFF, AVOImC, IMAX,PR INEX, _IT,LAMEND
b f "4_N¢ ir ON _,,,,'KI?O),7"-ROI21")),NSR(20),f'IST(2n),Y111209),Ul(200)
b TU_'N< I C3..N r(_n),r'r(2n),TI(2_,2n),_N(2q,20)oNK(20)
bIbleN<ION ,_,LAM_ (2mC") ,ELEMNT(200),C1 (20m) ,C2(200),C3{2001
DIt,!_NSION ALat,_D,t(2r'Q) ,TAU(20_) , gEZ(1Q) ,FLAMI2OO),F(200)
DIMFNSION ICrST(5) , S(50,10) ,ARG(200) ,TEN(50)
bt,MFNS ION pTr)AN( 5th,iO )
DIM_--N£ ION XT(20) , PARAM(3,50) ,POWER(5,50) ,AMAT(5,5 } ,X2(201
DI,MrNS!ON RAn(340),CSTIB,3Z, O)
PLANCKF(A,T)=1.19q6Z,,E10/(A,_*5*(EXPF(1.438'79E+4/IA*T))-l.I )
CONTROL CARD, WH2,q IN MM. OF WATER, PLAN TELL_ WHAT MODEL TO
CHOOSE FIT=DI _ OR LIN FOR INTEGRATION_ NGRAPH=I IF WANT NO GRAPHS
tVHGAT _" = '4/'4. OF H20 THAT GATES HAD
Q<= ( +14H_K [ P )
OL=(+3HLIN)
_LOnT=2o302_85
REA') INPUT TAPE 5,2,WH20,WHGATE,PLAN,FIT,SKIP
FCR"AT(2F5.2,AS,AB,55XtA4)
[RAqE PRINEX
CONTINUOUS ABS, PARAMETER, IGNORE ONLY IF AVOIDC=NOT,
IF WATER IS THE CULPRIT PUT CAUSE=H
RE_ r) INP_IT TAPE 5,11,CAUSE,COEF,AVO[DC
FORUAT ( A1 ,_.5,_7X,'_3)
WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 6,4,iVH20,PLAN,CAUSE,COEF,AVOIDC,FITtWHGATE
FOR'"'_T (18HlCBS. PROGR'_M FOR ,pFS°2._lgHMM. OF WATER USING AS,6H MOD
1EL/24H"'CONT!NI_OUS ARS. DUE TO Al,12H WITH COEF.=F6.'q'*6H WILL ,A3,8
2H _-r It_FD/5HOFIT=,Aq/]C_H,qWHGATE = ,F5.2)
IFIqKIPIQ_) 18,1f)I,18
INPtJT OF P.ANO APSORBTION CARDS, UP TO 290 ALLOWED, BLANKS=-O°
ELEVENT BY FIRST LETTER, ADD I, TO COEFICIENT PREFERRED
DO 2q I=l,2r)O
READ I_,'PLIT TAPE 5,21,ALAMB(1),ELEMNT(1),CI(I),C2(1),C3(1),JEND
FOR_._AT (F6.3,, IX,AI,2X,3FIO.5,3eX, 11 )
IF(J-N.')) 29,29,19
IUa×=I
GO TO 22
_nNT INI IE
WRITF OUTPUT T_PE 6,23,(ALAMBII),ELEMNT(II,CI(11,C2(1),C3(I),I=1,I
IMAX )
_ORHAT ( IHq,39X,27HBAND ABSORBTION COEFICIENTS/20HOWAVELENGTH(MIC
1RONS)-_X,11HCONSTITUENT,5X,13HSTRONG RANDOM,2X,IIHWEAK RANDOM,4X,14
2HSTRONG RFGULAR /IH ,39X,12H(PER MM.I/2},4X,9H(PER MM.},TX,10H(PER
_ AT_A°) /IN I(IN ,c!'_._,I5X,AI,F22.T,FI4.7,_16.'?))
RFAq IN F_LTCR TRANSMISSICN DATA
NI:I
*_'2=_!1+2
R_Ar_ INPtlT TAPE 5,11,(ALAMDA(I ),TAUIII,I=NI,N2)
_OR'_AT (6FI0, m )
T_mT FOR EN r) 9 _" DATA BLANK FIELD = -O°
I_(ALAMDA(N2)/_nOt)nr) _'')OC)O0) 36,4F),36
k,l=U!+'_
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C
40
C
101
!06
C
800
110
145
146
!48
q 147
127
120
123
122
124
G_ TO _0
N2 IS NU_qFR OF DAT$ ITEMS
N2=N2-I
IF($LAMDA(N2)/4OnOOO000000} I01,40,!01
RFAn IN VALUES OF TEMPERATURE AND ZENITH ANGLES (IN UNITS OF
¢EZ(1)=I,0
£EZ(2)=1.5
ccZ(_)=2,_
_E7(4)=2._
cEZ(5):3._
_Z(6)=4,_
NZ=6
_LO=I
_HI=IO
R_AD INPUT TAPE 5,106,(TEIA(M),M=MLO,_HI)
FORK_AT(iOG)
IF(TFM(MHI)) I_7,107,]D8
KIL,_=ML _+10
'_ I="_ ! +10
60 TO 109
_I=MHT-I
IF(TEM(_HI)) I07,In7,]12
NT_-p=_J_I
GFT R_DIANCFn ADJUSTED TO INDEX1
IDX=(T_(I)-TO+,I)
DO RO0 IQ=IDY,NTEM
I8=I9+I-IDX
RAD(I8)=RAD(19)
NTE_=NTE_-IDX+I
TO=TEM(1)-I.0
DD 199 IZ=I,NZ
_CT=_FZ(IZ)
CALL RREW(ALAK_DA.TAU.NZ.SECZ.WHGATE.FLAM,F)
L_M_ND=LA_N_
_0 ]98 IT=I_NTE_P
TcMD=T_(IT)
STFP_Z=I,
DO 110 LAN=2.LAMEND
STEDSZ=_INIF(STEPSZ.FLAM(LAM)-FLAM(LAM-1)}
FLA_AX=FLA_(LA_END)
WAVE=FLA'_(1)
SDOT:F(1)*PLANCKF(WAVE_TEMP)
N=I
KK=I
LA#=I
crate AR=A
CALL ICE(STEPSZ.WAVF,FLAMAX.5,E-6.,OOOI.N,AREA,SDOT.ICEST,JJ}
GO TO (147,148,171,!41),JJ
JJ=XIC_F(A)
GO TO !46
IF(FIT/QL) 127,!26,127
IF(LAM-LA_END) 120_122_122
IF ....... _ 5*(F' ^_" _M_IAMtl AM_I_)_ !2?,!23,12_
LA_A=LA_+I
SDOT=F(LA_)*PLANCKF(WAVE,TEMP)
GO TO 148
I F(LAM-LA"_N_+I) 124,!28_128
I F(WAV=-FLAM(LA_+I ) ) 128,129_129
SECZ)
-'/6-
!2 o
128
141
Z'50
!71
!98,
loo
C
=07
501
530
=,On
_,51
_52
LA_=LAM+]
SDOT=(F(LAM)+(F(LAM+I)-F(LAM))*(WAVE-FLAM(LAM))/(FLAM(LAM÷I)-FLAM(
ILAM)))*PLANCKF(WAVF,TEMP)
Gn TO lab
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,250,LAN,WAVE,SDOT,STEPSZ,SECZ,TEMP,KK
FORUAT (15HQNONCONVERGENCF/IHOtI3,SEI6.5,16)
q(IT,IZ)=AR=A
17=(TE_P-TO+.I)
PTRAN(IT,IZ)=S(IT,IZ)/RAD(IT)
COMTINtlF
NOW £OLVF FOR BF£T PARABOLIC FIT TO A,B,K
PRA¢_ _X_£XP.¢XIgqXA
DO £1n IZ=I,NZ
XT(IZ)=LOGInF(SFZ(IZ))
X2(IZ)=XT(]7)**2
£X=_X+XT(IZ)
SX2=SX2+X2(IZ)
SX3=SX!+X2(IZ)*XT(IZ)
£X4=SXA+X2(IZ)**2
q_ _O0 IT=I,NTEMP
_RACP cY,qXY,qXXY
D_ =nl IZ=I,MZ
YT=LOGIOF(-LOGIqF(PTRAN(IT,IZ)})
qy=_y_vT
_XY=£XV+XT(IZ)*YT
qXXY=qXXY+X2(IZ)*YT
AMAT 1,1 =N7
AMAT It2 =£X
AMAT i,3 =SX2
A_T ],a =SY
AMAT 2_I =S×
AMAT 2,2 =£X2
AMAT 293 =_X_
A_AT 2,4 =£XY
AMAT 3,I =SX2
AMAT(Rg_ =cYI
AMAT(It3 =_Y4
AVAT(3_4 =SXXY
CALL I£IVEQ(AMAT*_,_,I)
PAR4_ETERS ARE A,B,K IN ORDER 1,2,3
PARAM(t,IT)=_XPF(ELOGT_AMAT(lt4})*ELOGT
PARAM(_ 91T)=AMAT(_,4)
P&RAU(?,IT)=AHAT(2,4)
O_ 5_0 K=I_5
aK:v
POWTR(_,IT)=PARAM(] ,IT)*LOG10F(AK)+PARAM(2_K)
¢QNTINt_E
WRITF OUTPtIT TAPE 6,!51_(TEM(IT},(PARAM(J,IT),J =I*3)_(POWER(K_IT)'
1K=I,5),IT=I,NTFMP)
FORMAT (IHI, 50X,-ABSORPTION LAW COEFICIENTS- /-OT(ABSOLUTE- ,
18X,]HA,!2X,IHB,!2X,IHK,8X, -POWER(l)- ,SX,-POWEP(2)- ,SX, -POWER(
23)-,5X, -POWFR(4)- ,5X,-POWER(5)-/ (Fg,3,4X,3EI3,6,FIO,5,4FI3,6})
WRITE CL1TPt!T TAPE 6,352
FORMAT (IHC'I-gTR_N_MISSIOK : EXPF(-K*SEC(Z)**POWER)- /-OPOWER = A
I*LC_GlnC(SFC(Z) } + P-)
#40=!
DO _20 J=l,?
F=]
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Tr_=T _
_0 £20 I=I,NTg_
_0 _ I=(TE_P-T=M(y))BOS_OggBIO
_09 K=K+]
GO TO 807
90 m CmT(Jtl)=PARAM{J,K)
GO TO 820
810 T_(TFMP-T_eIK+I))_]]oR12,SI9
811 CqT(J,I)=(PARh_(J,K+I)-PARAM( J'K))W(TEMP-TFM(K})/(TEM(K+I)-TEM(K)}
]+PAPAM(J,!<)
Go TO B20
£13 K=K+I
_ TO PO9
8]3 K=K+]
GO TO 810
82C CONTINUE
_=TtIRN
ENb
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CLAGR
C
ql
gp
93
o4.
95
96
PLINCTION £1_IBPROGRAN_ TO COMPUTE GAIN
PUNrTION GT(,IT,IPl )
COMMON BUCK,ZERO,B£CON,NSB,NSZ,Y11,UItC,CToTItGNtNKtALANBIELENNT,
ICI,C2,r3,PLANtWH2OtCAUSEtCOEFtAVOIDC,INAXtPRINEXoFIToLANEND
DIMFNSION ALAMB(2OO)tELEMNT(200)tCI(2GO},C2(230),C3(200)
DI_,IPNSION _UCK(2n)tZERO(2(_)tNSB(20),NSZ(20),YI1(2OO)tUI(200)
DIMFNS!ON NK(20),TI(2n ,20),GN(20 t2OI,CT(20),C(200} FG2
DO o] KJ=ltIpl FG3
J=KJ-1 FG4
IF ['IT-CT(!CJ) 19_o2, o]
_O#IT TNil p FG6
J=J+1 FG7
N=NK(J) FG8
ERAmE GT
DO q6 L=I,N FGIO
DOL=I,O FGII
no g5 M=I,N FG12
IF (L-M)94*9_*94 FGI3
POL=POL_(UT-TI(M,J))/(TI(L,J)-TI(MtJ)) FG14
CONTINUE FG15
GT=_T+_N(LgJ)_POL FGI6
RPTffqN FGI7
FNm FGI8
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CBREW
6
9
69
p 67
74
LICT8
LAmPL
COMPUTES AND MULTIPLIES TOGETHER ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSIONS
St._ROUTINP BREW(ALAMDA,TAU,N2,SECZ,WNGATE,FLAM.F)
REVISED 3/5/65 TO INCLUDE ERROR FUNCTION TO APPRO× C02 DATA
SUBROUTINE A_DY Ic CALLED TWICE
CO_ON _UCK.ZERO,_CON,NSB.NSZ,YII,UI.C,CT,TI,GN.NK,ALAMB,ELEMNT,
1CI,C2,rB.PLAN,WH20,CAUSE,COFF,AVOIDC,IMAX,PRINEX,FITgLAMEND
?I,._N_ION _UrK(2nl,Z_RO(20),NSB(20),NSZ(2OI,YII(2OO),UI(200)
5IMFNSION C(_OoI,rT(2n),TI(20,20),GN(20,2OI,NK(20)
DIMPNSION F(20_), FLAMI2OOI,ALAMB(20_I,ELEMNTI200}
DISTENSION CI(20_),C2(2:)O},C3(200),ALAMDA(200),TAU(200)
:'ULTIPLIC_TION OF =!LTER,CONTINUOUS,AND BAND ABSORBTIONS
ACCORD!N6 TO SETTING DF PLAN, EXTRADOLATIDN ACCOPDING TO EXTRAP,
CDNTINtISU_ A_SORBTION ACCORDING TO AVOIDC
IF(PRINFX) 2,2*8
EXTRAPOLATION IN ATM. DATA CARD, EXTRAPOLATE TO ENDEXT OR WHEN
C_DFXT=EQUAL TG NSXT SET OF DATA WITH LESS TRANSMISSION
NO =_T_P©LATION WHEN EXTRAP=NO, DATA AFTER FXTRAPo ASSUMED
RFA_ INPUT TAPE 5,!,BFGEXT,CODEXT,FNDEXT,BPFXT,EPEXI,EXTRAP
F]R'*_T (2NX,Fl_,5,AB,SX,3FlO.5,SX,A2}
.L_=I+SHEQUAL)
ONOT=(+3HNDT)
_H= +]MH)
OS= +5_ST_AN
QW= +5HWKRAN
DE= +SHEL_AS
QG= +SHGATE_
_= +SP_PVEL
OGP (+AHGR=V
OC= +IMCI
_n= +IM_)
_N= +IHN)
IF(_XTP_P/QN_} 9,8,_
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4,BEGEXT,CODEXT,ENDEXT,BPEXT,EPEXT
FORMAT (35HIAN EXTRAPOLATION WILL BE MADE FROM,F7.3,kH TO A5,F7,3/
125H USING CO'_PUTED DATA FROM,FY.3,2HTO,F7.3)
PlN_ER=EPEXT-BPEXT
ER_E NFL.F.rLAM.PEXTR
KLAM=I
RQ_CZ=_Q_TmI_FCZ)
_W=_QRT_(cFCZ*WH?O)
SQ_ZGW=SQRTF(qECZ*WHGATE)
GWS_CZ=WHGATP*S_C7
!F(rODPXT/O_Q) 6,5_6
ENDX=I5.
GO TO 9
P_,mv=P_DF_T
IF(AVOIDC/QNOT) 67,69_67
TCONT=I,
_0 TO 7
IFIrAU_FIQH) 7_,73,74
TCONT=PXPF(-COEF*W_ECZ)
Gn TO 7
TCONT=PXPF(-rOFP*¢FCZ)
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7
t£O
C
C
C
C
22
C
24
C
25
26
!1
C
13
15
la
17
'_ 16
19
m 18
_0
31
36
n 38
37
_9
al
C
_2
54
55
B8
=9
f,2
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,190.SECZ,TCONT
FORUAT(1OHOSFC(Z) = ,FO.3/21HOCONTINUOUS TRANS. = ,F6.4)
DO 10 L_'A=I,200
KLAV IS IND. VARIABLE FOR BAN,') ABS. COEFICIENTS
LAY IS IN['). VARIAF_LF FOR PRODUCT ABS.
WHICH REGION EXTRAPOLATION9 PREPARINGt OR OTHER
I F(FXTRAP/QN,D) 20,11,20
i r (AL AM_ (<L a_ )-F_EGFXT ) 11,21t21
I L-(aL ^MF_(KLAV I-ENmX ) 22,!I,11
IN _×T_APOLATICN R=_ION
FLA. (L A_) =FL A_'(LAM-I) +0,05
F{LAM) =Fc-X TR
IF(=LAM (LAM)-ALAMB (IMAX ) ) 24,121,121
nO_'_ rbATA _XI£T
IF(ALAMB(KLAM)-FLAM(LAM)) 25,25,10
NOW PAST A DATA POINT
IF(CODEXT/QEQ) 23,26,23
LOC'_=I
G_ TO ]
KL A_=K L AM+I
GO TO 10
L,m,'_k,=0
WHICH pLAN Tn q_" I.!_¢'D
IF(PLAN/QS) 14,15,14
X=CI(KLAM)
NX=!
GO TO aO
I_(PLANIQW) 16,17,16
X=C2 (KLAM)
NX=P
GO TO 40
I_"(pL a _.IO_") _8,1Q,I_
X=Cq(KLAH)
NX='_
GO TO ao
IF PLAN/OG) "_6,_0,36
IF rl(KLAM)-I,) B1,'_1,!5
IF C2(KLAM)-I.) 33,33,17
IF C3(KLAV)-I.) 199,199,19
IF PLAN/QD) 38,37,78
IF DLAN/QGR) 198,30,198
IF FLFMNT(KLAM)/QH) 19,39,19
IF rl(KLAW)-I,) 41,41,!5
IF C2(KL_)-I.) 197,197,17
I = X) =I,51,70
_=_mCH _OR ANOTHER rOEFICIENT
IF(NX-2) _2,S_,Sa
IF(r2(V. LAM)-I.) 5z_, 5z,,5_
X=C) (KL AM )
NX=2
GO TO 70
IFIC3IKLAM)-I.) 196,196,55
X=C':_ (KLAM)
N×=R
GO TO 70
IF(rB(_LAM)-],) 59_B9,55
I=(rl (_CLA'_)-I,) 1Q6,196,62
X=t" l (KLAM)
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NX=I
GOTO70
6_ IP(CI(KLAM)-I,) 66,65t62
6_ IF(C2(KLA_)-I,} 196,196953
C PRODUCT OF CONTINUOUS AND BAND ABSORBTION PLACED IN F
70 IF(X-I,) 71,71,72
72 X=X-I,
7] IF(NX-?) 76._7.7B
76 IF(PLAN/QSR) 30_,3hlt300
n 301 IF(CLEMNTIKL_M)/QH) 302,300,302
m02 F(LAM)=TCONT*EXPF(-X*SQSZGW)
Gn TO BO
_00 F{LAM)=TCONT*EXPF(-X*SQSZW)
GO TO 80
q 77 IF(PLAN/QGR) 310,311,310
311 IF(ELEMNT(KLAM)/QH) 312,310,312
ql2 _(LAM)=TCONT*EXPF(-X*GWSECZ)
GO TO 8O
_10 F(LAM}=TCONT*EXPF(-X*WSECZ)
G_ T _ RO
_8 ERARG=X*SQSFCZ
F(LAV)=TCONT*(I,0-ERR]69(ERARG))
IF(P(LAM)) 7qt_O,BO
_9 F(LAv)=O,
80 I_(LOOK) 11_,110,81
C CHECK IF CAN NOW END THE EXTRAPOLATION, YES IF TRANS BY DATA LESS
Bl IF(FEXTR-F(LAM)) 83,82,82
82 ENDX:FLAM(LAM)
C USE TRANS° AT DATA POINT HAVE JUST PASSED
GO TO 110
8_ F(LAM)=FEXTR
KLAV=KLAM+I
GO TO I0
II0 FLAM(LAMI:AL_Mq(KL_ _)
IF(_XTRAP/QNO) III,I15,!II
]ll IF(FLA_(LAM)-BPEXT) 115,112,112
112 I=(PLAM(LAM}-EPEXT) 120,115,115
C IN PREPARING REGIOn!
!20 DLAM=O,5*(ALAMB(KLAM+I}-ALAMB(KLAM-1)}
FEXTR=F(LAM)*DLAM/FINTER+FEXTR
115 KLA_=KLAM+I
IF(FLAM(LAM)-ALAMB(IMAX)) I0o121,121
!21 LAM_ND:LAM
GO TO 210
199 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,200,ALAMB(KLAMI,ELEMNTIKLAM),CI(KLAM)*C2(KLAM)
!.C_(KLA_I
200 FORMAT(23HONO PREFERENCE IN GATESIIHO,SF]2e4)
CALL =XIT
198 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,201,PLAN
_01 FORMAT(26HOI KNOW OF NO PLAN CALLED oA6}
CALL EXIT
197 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,202,ALAMB(KLAM)tELEMNT(KLAM),Ci(KLAM),C2_I,_A_-,)
I,C3(KLAM)
202 FORMAT(35HONO PREFERENCE GIVEN FOR WATER ABS°/IHO,5F12,4)
CALL _XIT
196 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,203,PLAN,ALAMB(KLAM),ELEMNT(KLAM},CI(KLAM)*C2(
IKLaV)_C3(KL_ _)
203 FORMAT(17HOFIR£T OPTION IN ,A6,30H NOT ALLOWED AND NO PREFERENCEII
--82-
IHO.SFI2,4)
CALL FXIT
] 0 CONTINUF
WRITE C_UTPt'T TAPE 6.204
204 FORMAT(13HOBREW I_ FULLI
CALL mXIT
C SECOND TIMF THROUGH
219 DO 220 LA_=I,L_MEND
_,L^_'--FL AM (L AM )
220 F (L AM) =F(LAM)*_RENCH (ALAM _ALAMDAt TAUoN2 )
RCTIIPN
ENrb
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C RLACK4OOY
g99
5
RADIANCE FOR LUNAR THERMAL SCANNINGS
DI_=NSION IC_ST{5),_LAMDA(4OO),TAU(4OO},SOUT(9000)
IMPROVED VALUES OF RADIATION CONSTS. TO PLANCK FUNCTION.
PLANCK_(ALA_,TEMP)=I.19064EIO/(ALAM**5*(EXPF(I.438?gE+4/(ALAM_
1TEMP))-I.))
FSTTMP ,FINTMP ARE FIRST AND LAST VALUES OF TEMPERATURE
K=O
REA_ INPUT TAPE 5,StSTEPSZ,FSTTMP,FINTMP
FOR_AT(3FIO.2)
NI=I
10 _2=_1+2
R_A_ INPUT TAPE 5,15,(ALAMDA(1)_TAU(T),I=NItN2)
FOR_AT(6P]O._)
TFKT FOR END OF DATA** BLANK FIELD=-O
I_(ALAMDA(N2)/40nO00000000)I6,20,16
NI=NI+3
_0 TO I0
IS NUMBER OF DATA !TEMS
N2=N2-1
I=(ALAM_A(N2)/400000000000)22,20,22
ERASE _AD_W
DO I00_ I=2,N2
_T=P_Z=MINIF(_TEP_Z,ALAMDA(1)-ALAMDA(I-1})
IF(ALA_A(1)-ALAMDA(I-1})IOOItlQOn_Ino0
WRITFOUTPUTTAPE6tIOO2,ALAMDA(1),ALAMDA(I-1}
FOR_AT{IBHODATA OL!T OF ORDER FIO.598H FOLLOWS F10.5)
CONTINUE
TEMP=FSTT_P-I.
VALUE OF INTEGRAL PRINTED AT UPPER LIMIT
IF(RADSW)3OO,3OOgQ?9
300 TPRNTS=ALA_DA(N2)
N=I
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR INTEGRATION
201 ALAM=ALAM_A(1)
TFMP=TEMP+I,
TAUI=TAU(1)
INITIALIZE S TO 0 BEFORE NEXT INTEGRAL EVALUATED
S=O
ANLAM=PLANCKF(ALAM,TEMP)
SDOT=ANLAM*TAUI
CALL ICE(STEPSZ,ALAM,TPRNTS,5,E-6,,OOOI_N,S,SDOT,ICEST,JJ)
C
IR
16
C N2
20
22
_oo_
1002
I000
C
C
C
50
51 GO TO (211_ 52,400_500),JJ
52 JJ=XICFF(A)
GO TO 51
C INTERPOLATION ROUTINE
211 SDOT=PLANCKF(ALAM_TEMP)
IF(SDOT)206,_2,52
206 ERASE SOOT
GO TO 52
400 K=K+I
SOUT(K)=S
IF(K-36)432,430,4_O
430 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 7,443.(SOUT(1),I=I,K}
443 FOR_AT(6E13.6)
K=O
432 IF(TEMP-FINT_P) 20!,431_431
001
008
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
OiB
019
O2O
021
040
082
083
051
O54
055
056
O57
088
089
060
065
O66
067
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500 _rRITEOUTPUTAPE6_SO5_TEMP
505 FORMAT(1HI,4OHTHEINTEGRALDOESNOTCONVERGEFORTEMP=_F4,O)
43] CALL=YIT
ENm
188
189
191
62 CARDS
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_In rap
ENTRY READR
ENTRY WRITR
*UNITS LIMITED TO B-CHANNFL
*CALLING SEQUENCE TO READR IS
* CALL READR(BUFRtEOFeERRtNTP)
*WHERE BUFR IS OUTPUT ARRAY NAME
*EOF IS END OF FILE SIGNAL NEGATIVE WHEN EOF READ
*ERR I_ HOPELESS TAPE SIGNAL NEGATIVE WHEN TAPE HOPELESS
*WHERE NTP IS THE B-CHANNEL TAPE USED-- FORTRAN2 INTEGER
UNIT MACRO
CLA* 4,A
PDr 0,7
CLA $(IOU)
STA *+I
CtA **,7
ADD :020
PAC 0,7
UNIT END
QFADR LMT_
UNIT
STZ* _,_
STZ* 2,4
CLA =_n
STO ERCT
CLA lt4 (ADDRESS TOP OF BUFFER}
SUB WRDS (SIZE OF BUFFER -1)
STA INPT (BOTTOM OF BUFFER)
R1 RDS 0,7 (READ TAPE)
RCHB INPT
TCOB *
TRCB ERR
TrFR OUT
TR_ 4,4
STO* 2,4
TRA 4,4
ERR BSR 0,7
CLA ERCT
SU_ =I
STO ERCT
TPL R1
STO* 3,4
TRA 454
INPT IORT **,,1995
ERCT OCT 0
WRDS DEC 1994
*CALLING SEQUENCE TO WRITR IS
* CALL WRITR(BUFtIBADoTAPNDtNTP)
*WHERE BUF IS INPUT ARRAY NAME
*}BAD IS A COUNTER OF NUMBER BLANK RECORDS WRITTEN
*TAPND iS RETURNED NEGATIVE WHEN END OF TAPE IS
*PREMATURELY REACHED
*WHERE NTP IS THE B-CHANNEL TAPE USED-- FORTRAN2 INTEGER
*UNITS LIMITED TO B-CHANNEL
(GET TAPE-UNIT CHANNEL B)
(CLEAR HOPELESS TAPE SWITCH)
(CLEAR END OF FILE SWITCH)
(NUMBER TRYS BAD READ)
(CP DELAY ON CHANNEL)
(CHECK FOR PARITY ERROR}
(LOOK FOR END OF FILE)
(NORMAL RETURN)
(SET EOF SWITCH}
(RETURN WITH EOF:NEGATIVE)
(BACK OVER BAD RECORD)
(GO TRY AGAIN}
(RETURN WITH ERR=NEGATIVE)
(INPUT TAPE HOPELESS}
(CHANNEL COMMAND)
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"'PlTF_LuTu
CLA 194
SUF_ WRDS
STA OTPT
.l(-
Wl WR_ 0,7
RCHB OTPT
TCOB *
F_TTB
TRA TEND
M2 TRCB WER
CLA GDR
At)r) =I
STO GDR
TRA 494
WER BqR 0,7
CLA C.DR
£UR =i
T 7_- W%
TMT W%
R£R 0,7
RDe_ 0,7
RCHR DI)MM
TrOR *
W3 STZ GDR
WRS 0,7
WRS 0,7
WR_ 0,7
WRg 0,7
WR_ 0,7
CLA* 2,4
ADr_ =OlnnOoOn
STC_* 2,4
TRA W1
TEND S%M
STO* 3,4
T_A W2
DUMM IORTN 0,,2000
OTPT IORT **,,1995
GDR OCT 0
END
END
(BUFFER ADDRESS)
(WRITE TAPE)
(TEST FOR END OF TAPE)
(TAPE END TEST SET)
(BAD WRITE TEST)
(GOOD RECORD COUNT)
(NORMAL RETURN)
(BACK TAPE OVER BAD RECORD)
(BACK OVER GOOD RECOPD)
(DUMMY-READ GOOD RECORD)
(RESET GOOD RECORD COUNT)
(BLANK 19 INCHES BAD TAPE}
(BLANKED RECORD COUNT)
(SIGNAL TAPE PREMATURELY ENDED)
(DUMMY READ COMMAND)
(OUTPUT COMMAND)
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C
C
LIKT8
LAR_L
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE COPY TO TRASFER DATA FROM TAPE FILE TO NEW TAPE BEFORE
ADDING ON NEW DATA- HENCE AVAID LOSING ORIGINAL DATA
SUBROUTINE COPY (BUFRoLBUFRgIBADtNRLoNTPI,NTP2)
DIMENSION BUFR(15,]33)oLBUFR(15t133)
60 ERASE LSCAN,KT,NT
C KT IS NO. OF RECORDS PER SCAN AND NT IS NO. OF RECORDS COPIED
61 CALL READR (BUFR,EOF,ERloNTPI)
C BUFR IS OUTPUT ARRAY NAME AND HAS 1995 STORAGE SPACES
C EOF IS END OF FILE SIGNAL. NEGATIVE WHEN SIGNAL ENCOUNTERED.
C ERI IS HOPELESS TAPE SIGNAL. NEGATIVE WHEN TAPE IS HOPELESS.
IF (EOF} 62,63,&3
62 RETURN
63 IF (ERI} 64,66,66
6a WR!TF OUTPUT TAPE6,65,LBUFR(15,133),LBUFR(14tI33)
65 FORMAT ( 9HISCAN NO.,I_,4HWITH ,i4.BBHDATA POINTS HAVE BEEN TRANSF
1ERED COPY STOPPED BECAUSE IT COULD NOT READ THE NEXT RECORD )
CALL EXIT
66 CALL WRITR (BUFR,IBAD,TAPND,NTP2}
C IBAD IS A COUNTER OF NO.BLANK RECORDS WRITTEN
C TAPND MEANS END OF RECORD PREMATURELY REACHED
C SET UT COUNTER FOR BACK SPACE PURPOSE
IF(LSCAN-LBU_R(15.]_3)) 67,68,67
67 LSCAN:LBUFR(15,133)
KT=]
GO TO 69
68 KT=KT+]
69 NT=NT+I
IFITAPND) 70,73,73
73 NRL=NRL-IBAD
IF (NRL)70,61o61
C NEGATIVE TAPND MEANS END OF TAPE PREMATURELY REACHED
70 DO 71 I=I,KT
BACKSPACE NTP1
71 BACKSPACE NTP2
NT=NT-KT
END FILE NTP2
CALL UNLOAD (NTP2)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE6,72, LBUFR(15,133)
72 FORMAT(17HIDATA OF SCAN NO.,I4,31H AND THEREAFTER ARE ON NEW TAPE)
NTP2:19
NRL=NRL+NT
GO TO 60
END
pp,,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT, FILMED.
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NOTATIONS AND UNITS
A(T) = parameter of the atmospheric model computed by FAKIR
2
A d = area of the detector, cm
B(T) = parameter of the atmospheric model computed by FAKIR
C(T) = parameter of the atmospheric model computed by FAKIR
c = constant of the bucking signal counter
i0 -i
c = velocity of light in vacuum, 2,997,929 x i0 cm s
d = total deflection of the recording pen due to the
c
calibration signal, mm
d m = observed deflection of the recording pen, mm
d(t) = total deflection of the recording pen, mm
F = f-number in the calibration mode of operation
c
Fef f = effective f-number of the optical system during
me as urements
h = Planck's constant, 6.6252 x 10 -34 W sec 2
I = radiant power on the detector, W
j = index at integral values of brightness temperature in
CORRADIANCE Tables
j = index of data points
j = index air mass at points selected for least square fit
-I
K(t) = constant of the pyrometer, W mm
K(t i) = constants of the pyrometer at calibration time ti,
W mm -1
k = Boltzmann's constant, 1.38042 x 10 -23 W sec °K-I
m = air mass at a given data point (along the line of
sight)
m. = air mass at points selected for the least squares
3
m 0 = unit air mass
N = zero-suppression given in counter reading
"2 -i -i
N(I,T) = spectral blackbody radiance, W cm sr
N[l,Tc(tc)] = spectral radiance of the calibration blackbody,
-2 -i -I
W cm sr u
N[I,TR(tc)] = spectral radiance of the reference blackbody,
-2 -i -i
W cm sr u
n = bucking signal given in counter reading
q = pen center deflection, mm
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R = instrumental constant in the calibration mode of
c
2
operation, cm sr
2
R = instrumental constant, cm sr
m
S(T) = blackbody radiance corrected for instrumental trans-
-2 -i
mittance (CORRADIANCE) , W cm sr
S [T ( _, n) ] = CORRADIANCE at specific orthographic coordinates,
-2 -i
W cm sr
T c = temperature of the calibration blackbody, °K
T c = constant temperature level of a given isotherm, °K
T. = a particular integral value of T, °K
3
T R = temperature of the reference blackbody, °K
TR(t c) = temperature of the reference blackbody at calibration
time t , °K
c
T (t) = brightness temperature, °K
T x = a particular brightness temperature, non-integral, °K
T(_,_) = brightness temperature, °K
AT(T) = temperature resolution of the pyrometer, °K
t = time, sec
t = time of a calibration measurement, sec
c
t i = time at which Yi is measured, sec
t£ = time at which y£ is measured, sec
tr = time at which Yr is measured, sec
x = time given in digitized counts from an arbitrary origin
Yb(t) = sky level baseline in digitized counts
Yi = infrared measurement at a specific time with respect to
an arbitrary level and given in digitized counts
y£ = average sky infrared measurement to the left of the
lunar disk, given in digitized counts
Yr = average sky infrared measurement to the right of the
lunar disk, given in digitized counts
y(t) = digitized lunar infrared measurement
y(t c) = infrared measurement at a calibration, in digitized
counts
z = zenith angle, deg
e = radiant emissivity of the calibration blackbody
c
e R = radiant emissivity of the reference blackbody
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n = lunar horizontal orthographic coordinate
= horizontal orthographic coordinate of the barycenter
of the resolution element
n n = specific value of lunar horizontal orthographic
coordinate
n (t) = horizontal orthographic coordinate of a measured lunar
region as a function of time
= wavelength,
= lunar vertical orthographic coordinate
= vertical orthographic coordinate of the barycenter of
the resolution element
_n = specific value of lunar vertical orthographic
coordinate
_(t) = vertical orthographic coordinate of a measured lunar
region as a function of time
= radiant reflectance of the mirror (aluminized) of the00
te le s cope
TA(mj ,l) = spectral atmospheric radiant transmittance
_A[T(_,n) = mean atmospheric radiant transmittanceimf_ 0 ]
_A(mj ,T i) = mean atmospheric radiant transmittance for a given _0
Td(_) = spectral radiant transmittance of the window of the
detector
• f(1) = spectral radiant transmittance of the filter
t 0(1) = spectral instrumental transmittance
= amount of precipitable water along the path
_0 = amount of precipitable water for one air mass
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED-
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